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THE FOUNDATION GOES TO
JAPAN

interact with a ticket dispensing machine. Select the destination, in-
sert the money and the ticket emerges. This is followed by a cartoon
‘bow girl’ on the display screen!

Lord Jenkin explained at the pre-visit briefing that by providing a
scientific input to the year-long UK Festival ’98 in Japan, the visit was
intended to complement the cultural events by demonstrating the
excellence of British research, emphasising that Britain takes science
and technology extremely seriously and seeks to continue and ex-
tend the existing fruitful collaboration with Japan.

The Chatham House rule was exercised throughout and this en-
couraged a remarkably open and free discussion on both sides. Com-
ments are only ascribed to individuals in this article if they appeared
in some document.

University / industry co–operation
The Japanese showed great interest in the descriptions by Professor
Bob Boucher and Professor George Gray of research funding and
the British approach to university-industry collaboration. One Brit-
ish academic claimed that “Easily the most important advantage to a
company of a company-university partnership is the convenient ac-
cess to lively people with interests similar to those of the company”.
There was much discussion about the contrasting approaches in Ja-
pan and Britain to this collaboration and the Japanese were keen to

Twelve hours in the air. Twelve hours which encompassed day, then
night, then day again. The tomorrow of today. Tokyo morning!

Opening of the symposium
‘There has been a long and distinguished history of scientific ex-
change between Britain and Japan, and Britain is today one of the
countries of Europe to which the Japanese feel the closest affinity’.
Mr Teiichi Sato, Vice Minister of the Japanese Ministry of Education,
Science, Sports and Culture (Monbusho) gave this greeting at the
opening of the Symposium.

In the last century much of the Japanese infrastructure was provid-
ed by Britain; indeed, in the 1870s Henry Dyer from one of the fore-
runners of the University of Strathclyde was invited to establish the
Imperial College of Engineering in Tokyo. In 1886 this became the
Faculty of Engineering in the University of Tokyo, arguably the
world’s first Engineering Department. This provided a cultural impe-
tus to the concept of engineering and technology in Japan that helped
lay the foundation for ‘diligent engineering’ which contributed so
much to Japan’s economic success.

Japanese cultural traditions of courtesy and respect for one’s
elders has been carried through into applications of the new technol-
ogies. Not only is bowing the normal greeting, with the level of bow
symbolising the standing of two parties, but throughout the magnif-
icent New Otani Hotel, where most of the group stayed, there was a
generous supply of ‘bow girls’. At either side of the main entrance, at
the lifts, and wherever visitors were likely to congregate, ‘bow girls’
were there to give their deferential greeting.

During the tour of the Toshiba Science Institute we were treated to
a demonstration of precision by two robots: one presented a samu-
rai sword, sharp edge uppermost, onto which the other accurately
placed a spinning top. Once we were all suitably impressed. The two
bowed sufficiently low to indicate deference, but not so low as to in-
dicate inferiority! When buying a ticket at the station in preparation
for experiencing the Japanese underground ‘crush hour’, one has to

In April 1998 the Foundation provided a high level contribution to the year-long UK Festival
’98 in Japan. This was the first time the Foundation had ventured beyond Europe and the
party consisted of 22 members led by the Chairman, the Rt Hon the Lord Jenkin of Roding.
In addition to industrial and academic research visits there were two main events. On
Tuesday 21 April an all day Symposium and Workshop in the Japan Academy co-organised by
the Foundation, the Japan Society for the Promotion of Science and The British Council
considered the ‘New Partnership between Universities and Industry in the 21st Century’.
The keynote speakers from the UK were Professor George Gray, CBE, FRS, FRSE, Research
Consultant, Merck Ltd, and Professor R F Boucher, FEng FIMechE, Principal and Vice-
Chancellor, UMIST. In support there were three UK panellists: Dr Kenneth Edwards, Vice-
Chancellor University of Leicester, Dr Brian Newbould, Chairman UK Japan High
Technology Forum, and Professor John Sizer CBE, Chief Executive Scottish Higher Education
Funding Council.
On Wednesday evening 22 April there was a Foundation dinner discussion at the British
Embassy, hosted by the Ambassador Sir David Wright. Here the topic was ‘Company
Innovation and the Role of Government’. The initial presentations were given by Dr
Geraldine Kenney-Wallace MD and Vice-Chancellor of the BAe Virtual University, and Mr
Tsuneo Nakahara, Executive Advisor to the CEO of Sumimoto Electric Industries Ltd. After
dinner there was an additional presentation by Professor Sir Robert May, the UK
Government Chief Scientific Advisor.
Throughout both events there were substantial contributions from and active participation
by many distinguished Japanese academics and industrialists leading to much lively discussion
between the British and the Japanese. In this article David Firnberg presents an overall
impression rather than a report on the individual meetings.

An overall impression by Mr David Firnberg FBCS

Summary: Active University Industry collaboration in the UK
contrasts with Japan where until the recent Basic Law it was
difficult for Japanese Universities to collaborate with indus-
try; this is changing slowly. The Japanese were more disci-
plined than the British about registering patents, but both
countries had problems with IPR for university work.
Exploitation of science and technology requires an informed
public, ethical standards and trusted institutions.
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Pictures from Japan
(left) Sir David Wright KCMG LVO
welcoming the Foundation and guests at
the British Embassy in Tokyo for the
lecture and dinner discussion: “Company
Innovation and the role of Government”.

(Right) Sir Robert May, Chief Scientific
Advisor, addresses the Foundation’s
lecture and dinner discussion, hosted by
Sir David Wright (Picture courtesy of Mr
David Firnberg)

        Mr Tsuneo Nakahara, Sumitomo Electric
Industries, and Dr Geraldine Kenney–Wallace,
managing director and vice–Chancellor British
Aerospace Virtual University, gave introductory
talks at the Foundation’s lecture and dinner
discussion on “Company Innovation and the role
of Government”. The Rt Hon The Lord Jenkin of
Roding, Foundation chairman, is centre.

      After Dr Hiroyuki Yoshikawa, Dr Yasutsugu
Takeda, Professor George Gray and Professor
Bob Boucher had spoken at the main
symposium held in the Japan Academy, a
British panel of The Rt Hon The Lord Jenkin of
Roding, Professor Kenneth Edwards, Dr Brian
Newbould and Professor John Sizer (lower
picture), and a Japanese panel of Mr Shiuchi
Saba, Professor Makoto Nagao, Dr Azusa
Tomiura Mr Tadashi Amemiya (upper picture)
raised questions and comments to stimulate
discussion.
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learn about the British experience.
During the visits to the University of Tsukuba and the Tsukuba

Advanced Research Alliance (TARA) it was explained that TARA
was formed to help the University of Tsukuba develop industrial
S&T links and support the exploitation of university research. In Ja-
pan this is a unique approach and contrasts with British Universities,
almost all of which have some formal industrial liaison function.

One distinguished Japanese academic and university president,
however, was not wholly convinced that the Japanese should follow
the British model. Whilst acknowledging the importance of universi-
ty-industry collaboration, he felt greater emphasis should be given to
university-society partnership. ‘Industry’, he said, ‘does not have a
wide social view’. He was also concerned that money received for
contract work would restrict the freedom of the academics to submit
papers on their findings. A Japanese industrialist commented that
company people were wrong when they claimed that university re-
search was irrelevant. Opportunities arose from intermediate- and
long-term research for spin-off innovations but these needed early
evaluation and imaginative management. “University research
should be assessed against social values and its contribution to the
nation’s economy or advances in the science of the world”, suggested
another.

The view that on the whole in Japan professors were not interest-
ed in industry gained general support and a prominent Japanese in-
dustrialist was somewhat sceptical about the potential for collabora-
tion as he felt that there was a mis-match between industrial and
academic research objectives. The Managing Director of a Japanese
laboratory in Europe supported this, adding that Japanese universi-
ties were directed towards responding to public concerns whereas
the British were driven more by financial considerations. It was felt
that this might change as under the influence of the second stage of
the UK Foresight programme there would be a greater emphasis on
quality of life issues.

There were other important differences between the Japanese and
British approach to science and technology (S&T). In his briefing to
the group Brendan Barker, Science Officer of the British Council in
Tokyo, contrasted the Japanese reputation for the successful applica-
tion of S&T with the British reputation for creativity. He explained
that the current emphasis in Japan, through the Basic Law and Plan,
is to enhance creativity, whereas in Britain the emphasis is on en-
hancing relevance. Further, in Japan there has been a substantial in-
crease in public funds for S&T, whereas in Britain funding is at best in
a ‘steady state’.

Professor Boucher explained that the success of British universi-
ties in forging links with industry is helped not only by their inde-
pendence which encourages institutional innovation, but also by
government support schemes, by an increasing acknowledgement in
industry of the value of such collaboration and the squeeze on re-
search funding. Dr Ken Edwards, Vice-Chancellor of the University
of Leicester, supported this and emphasised the considerable free-
dom enjoyed by individual professors in Britain. Not all universities
necessarily benefit, and Dr Sue Ion F Eng, Director of Technology
Development at BNFL, explained that there was a trend among
larger companies to reduce the number of universities with which
they work in order to achieve economies of scale which can benefit
the university as much as the industrial partner.

In Japan it is different. Many universities are state owned and aca-
demic staff are civil servants. Until the Basic Law it was difficult for
academics to work with industry or make facilities available for col-
laborative research; in addition, industry did not generally respect
the quality of much of the academic research. The Basic Law as well
as the new initiatives in a 1997 Monbusho White paper eased these
restrictions and made substantial research funds available. However,
the cultural obstacles remain and industry finds it easier to collabo-
rate with research centres in British universities with well over 100
Japanese R&D centres already established in the UK.

The collapse of the ‘bubble economy’ is reducing the level of pri-
vate sector research, especially basic research, and this may lead to

greater reliance by industry on basic research in universities.
Until the Basic Plan government funding for university research in

Japan was spread thinly throughout the university sector and award-
ed on the basis of seniority, linked to the institution. In Britain there
has been a history of building up centres of excellence and support-
ing able individuals and teams, reinforced by the research assess-
ment exercise.

The Japanese ‘Basic Law and Plan’
There was considerable interest amongst the British of the opportu-
nities which might arise through the recent ‘Basic Law and Plan’
which were giving new impetus to S&T in Japan. The Science and
Technology Basic Law was enacted in 1995. This requires action plans
to be implemented and the first of these Basic Plans was published in
1996 covering the period to the year 2000. The Law and Plan are a
major component of the national policy to convert Japan from a
‘catch up’ to a ‘leading edge’ economy. The law marked a sharp
change in the Japanese government’s attitude to science and technol-
ogy policy. Key points include a doubling of R&D expenditure, the
creation of centres of excellence, encouraging co-operation internal-
ly and internationally and promoting the public understanding of
science and technology. One side effect of the new arrangements has
been that whereas a professor might get a substantial increase in the
research budget and extended research facilities, there remain re-
strictions on recruiting more research staff. In describing the current
situation in S&T in Japan Yasutsuyu Takeda, Senior Executive Man-
aging Director at Hitachi, used the phrase “Big Bang” in science and
technology to explain moves in Japan towards the “reconsideration
of conventional systems and the introduction of revolutionary
change in them according to global standard values”.

One member of the British team expressed some concern. He not-
ed that the Plan was full of good intentions for significant changes in
the relationship between universities and industries but he won-
dered if and when these would come about as they will require a cul-
tural change in the universities. He asked those present what they
would do that would be different as a result of the Basic Plan?

The President of a Japanese laboratory responded that there had
recently been some small signs of change. Professors now can, and a
few do, act as consultants; however, the management and financial
structures of the universities need to change, and this is slow in com-
ing about. He explained that many Japanese banks have been estab-
lished in London because of the environment of de-regulation and,
similarly, Japanese industry forges links to overseas universities be-
cause of their freedom. When asked why Hitachi had invested in re-
search facilities at Cambridge, Yasutsuga Takeda said it was because
they liked the professor concerned, valued their freedom of action
and respected the reputation of the laboratory. He was encouraged
by Professor Howie, a former director of the Cavendish, who was
reported as saying, “The present research, within the collaboration,
was the most satisfying work currently being carried out in the Cav-
endish Laboratory. The basis for good collaboration was trust and
the scope for wider impact research”.

There was some discussion on the question of research assess-
ment and the importance of striving for global standards. Indeed, it
was felt that despite the costs involved there was an increasing need
to involve international assessors. A Cancer Charity was described
which used only international assessors for research proposals. Al-
though Japanese academics acknowledged that research assessment
should be undertaken by a variety of people with a variety of view-
points and that research should be multi-disciplinary, the use of in-
ternational assessors was quite rare in Japan.

IPR and Universities
At a symposium in New Jersey on university-industry collaboration it
was clear that the need for universities to protect their IPR in order
to raise funds inhibits collaboration with industry. There was general
agreement that ownership of IPR from collaborative research was
an important issue. One British Research Director explained that
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although in the past British scientists considered research results
should be available to the international community, British universi-
ties now take a more disciplined view, influenced by industrial collab-
oration. This was reinforced by a professor who explained that the
UK trend is for research-based universities to commercialise their
own IPR. In general, industry is content for universities to retain
IPR as long as they can have an extended period of exclusivity on its
use. It was emphasised that these matters need to be addressed early
when collaborative arrangements are being negotiated, and for trust
to be generated between the two sides. It was felt that further discus-
sion on this between Britain and Japan would be beneficial.

Impact of globalisation
As a result of increasing globalisation in S&T research as well as S&T
markets industry seeks the most appropriate country for their invest-
ment in R&D and manufacturing. This ‘hollowing out’ of the home
base increases the need for local innovation and the creation of new
high-tech industries. University and industry collaboration makes an
important contribution to this. Other pressures include the ageing
society, which is particularly acute in Japan with a sharply falling birth
rate; the pace of scientific innovation and the emphasis being placed
on the sustainable environment.

Globalisation and progress in S&T raise new issues of internation-
al regulation and the formulation of ethical standards. Public under-
standing of S&T and their trust in national and international regula-
tory institutions will do much to further effective applications. The
Basic Plan acknowledges internationalisation of Japanese science and
technology as a priority and there is much to be gained by both Brit-
ain and Japan through scientific collaboration as equal partners in
facing the opportunities and challenges of the future.

During all these discussions the outside world maintained its mo-
mentum of ‘progress’ towards something, sometime (some form of

‘world order’ perhaps), despite the hot house debate on science and
technology, university and industry. The world financial authorities
continued to ‘advise’ the Japanese government to increase the pace
of deregulation. Prime Minister Ryutaro Hashimoto and President
Boris Yeltsin, during his state visit to Japan, sought a peace agree-
ment by the year 2000 through an agreement on the long-standing
territorial dispute over the four islands off the eastern coast of
Hokkaido; each proposed a compromise which the other undertook
to consider (one suspects that neither had any intention of accepting
the other’s proposal!). An environmental scandal was uncovered
with a garbage incineration company discharging dangerously high
levels of dioxins into the Inagawa river. Tokyo remains one of the
safest cities in the world, but there was a familiar ring about the re-
port that elderly people living alone had been cheated by men dis-
guised as electricity or gas inspectors.

Conclusion
By the end of the visit those who took part, research leaders in
academia and industry, science and technology and Britain and Japan
had all gained a deeper understanding of each other’s experience
and all agreed that we must strive for applications of science and
technology through university-industry collaboration which will help
solve some of the world’s problems. “Today’s rapid pace of change
and innovation is turning the world upside-down, transforming in-
dustry, economics and society itself”, explained Mr Shoichi Saba,
Supervisor of JSPS and former Chairman, President and CEO of
Toshiba Corporation, “History reminds us that science is one of the
most powerful tools we have for finding solutions that contribute to
social improvement. The rational approach of science and the solid
achievements of industry have always broken through old conven-
tions and opened up new worlds to a higher quality of life”.

       Professor Bob Boucher, Professor Ken Edwards and Mr Patrick McHugh
caught on camera during the symposium (picture by courtesy of Mr David
Firnberg).

      Three young British scientists working in Japan attended the symposium
with the Japan Society for the Promotion of Science and the Foundation at the
Japan Academy in April 1998.

      Mr Mike Barrett, director of the British Council, Tokyo,
with Dr Brian Newbould, a member of the Foundation’s team
at the symposium in April 1998. The British Council gave
much support to the Foundation, making it possible to organise
and hold the symposium.
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THE DIGITAL RACE TO THE
HOME

The Foundation held a lecture and dinner discussion at the Royal Society on 14 May 1997 on
the subject “The Digital Race to the Home: Winners and Losers”. The meeting was chaired
by The Lord Butterworth CBE DL and sponsored by Science Systems and SGS-Thomson
Microelectronics. The speakers were Dr Alan Rudge CBE FEng FRS, Deputy Managing
Director, British Telecommunications plc, Dr Abe Peled, Chief Executive Officer, News
Digital Systems, and Mr Huw Jones, Chief Executive, S4C.

Dr Alan Rudge CBE FEng FRS*

Introduction
Over the past few years topics such as the Digital Revolution, Super-
highways and Multi-media have received increasing attention from
the world’s media. Unfortunately, amongst this there has been a
good deal of hype that has inflated expectations by confusing what is
technically possible with what is feasible on a commercial basis.
There is no doubt that the new digital technologies can make possible
many exciting new services delivered directly into the home. Howev-
er, the real challenge is to identify the right services and to provide
them on a viable economic basis.

In the introduction of new services, the cost of the terminal equip-
ment in the home is a key factor. In the UK there are around 2 million
modern (networkable) personal computers, although not all of them
are equipped with modems. While the PC population is growing fast,
the number of networkable computers in the UK is still relatively
small compared to the 44 million analogue TV sets. With the addition
of a suitably priced set-top box of electronics, all of these sets could,
in principle, be adapted for digital broadcast or for interactive multi-
media services.

In this paper I propose to touch upon three themes: the opportu-
nities and challenges of the digital multimedia era for all the players;
BT’s strategic response to these opportunities and challenges; and
the key role that we see for digital broadcasting in the provision of
affordable interactive multimedia services into the home. I should
emphasise that for BT it is the interactive services which are of most
interest.

The players
The convergence brought about by common digital technology has
resulted in a range of competing organisations with diverse back-
grounds, all of which are seeking to build their position in this emerg-
ing marketplace. A selection is shown in Fig. 1.

Clearly, all of the competing organisations believe that potentially
a profitable business can be built in this new service area. But there
are many uncertainties surrounding the issues of what new services,
over what networks and with what technology?

Multimedia services
All networked multimedia services require some combination of in-
teractivity and bandwidth for their delivery. We can position a range
of such services graphically in a space which indicates the level of in-
teractivity on one axis and rate of information delivery or bandwidth
as the other. An example shown in Fig. 2.

For conventional telephony, the level of interactivity is high but
bandwidth requirements are low. Telephony therefore lies at the top
left hand corner of this space. Conventional broadcast television re-
quires very little interactivity, other than to change channel. It does,

however, require a relatively large bandwidth, and so is in the bot-
tom right hand corner. And other services such as video telephones
and the Internet lie somewhere in between. However, the most ex-
citing services are the fully interactive broadband services, which lie
at the top right hand corner. But, of course, these are also the most
costly to develop and to provide.

The reality is much more complex than this, since few of the new
services can be provided by a single player alone. For example, in BT
we know a great deal about the networking, service provision and
billing aspects of these services, but others are better qualified to
produce the multimedia content. While others again must manufac-
ture the appropriate terminal equipment, be it television sets, per-
sonal computers or games machines. For this new market to develop
successfully a new multimedia industry structure is required.

Digital multimedia industry structure
To understand the structural requirements more clearly we have
found it helpful to separate the marketplace into four sectors, as illus-
trated in Fig. 3. The Content Sector is concerned with multimedia
content providers such as television and movie studios or other cre-
ators of information or entertainment content; The Service Provi-

Summary: Dr Alan Rudge discussed the opportunities and
challenges of the digital multimedia era for all the players,
BT’s strategic response to these and the key role seen for
digital broadcasting in providing affordable interactive
services in the home. Dr Peled gave facts and figures on
digital broadcasting and the likely trends and applications. Mr
Jones, using S4C as a microcosm, showed how digital
broadcasting might develop in the future. He believed, just as
technology had energised the music industry, digital televi-
sion had enormous potential.

* Deputy Chief Executive, BT plc

    Dr Mike Love (right), Group Managing Director, Science Systems, speaks
with Mr A J Shipton (centre), Managing Director, SGS-Thomson Microelectronics
Ltd, the two sponsors of the evening, and Mr John Evans, Grundig Satellite
Communications MFG Ltd.
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sion Sector involves the businesses associated with conceiving, pack-
aging and providing the new services; The Service Distribution Sec-
tor incorporates the businesses providing the network platforms
over which the services are distributed; finally, we have the Consum-
er Electronics Sector which includes businesses involved in the man-
ufacturers of TV sets, computers, videophones and other terminal
equipment.

For BT, the Service Distribution business is, of course, a natural fit
with the Group’s core competence. This is a highly competitive area
and in the UK it not only includes the telecommunications compa-
nies, but also cable TV and broadcasting companies, all of whom
anticipate serving the same customer base by developing their ver-
sion of an interactive broadband distribution network.

Before entering any new market it is necessary to understand how
the services will be paid for and where the revenue flows. In this
model the consumer pays the service provider and the service pro-
vider in turn pays the content provider. The content provider may
also pay the network operator for the delivery or, alternatively, the
consumer may pay for the network delivery directly.

In this emerging market the direction and scale of these money
flows is not clear. How much the consumer will be willing to pay for a
given service and how that will be shared between content providers,
service providers and the network operator is still unclear. How this
payment might relate to the costs incurred by each segment is also
not certain.

To connect to the network the consumer will also need the appro-
priate terminal equipment and the cost of this and the network access
cost are two key factors which will strongly influence the growth of
the market. Both of these factors are heavily dependent on the size of
the market. As volumes grow the costs will decrease.

Basic considerations
Any commercial telecommunications operator entering this new
market faces a number of challenges, not only those associated with
developing and acquiring the appropriate technology. Within BT we
first gave some thought to which of the sectors we would seek to
operate in. In making these strategic judgements, it is advisable for
any company to consider what core competencies they have and how
they intend to develop them in the future.

Our first decision was that we were not well equipped to enter the
‘content provider’ business. The running of a Hollywood studio, for
example, was not something we felt competent to undertake. Simi-
larly, we felt that the large volume manufacture of customer electron-
ics equipment was another area in which we were not well qualified.
In these areas we would strengthen our capabilities through allianc-
es, partnerships or supplier agreements with multimedia content
providers and equipment manufacturers.

From the outset we decided to focus our attention on Service Dis-
tribution and the Service Provision businesses. In both of these areas
we were confident that we could demonstrate a high level of core
competence. The next question was ‘where and how do we start?’

The position in which we found ourselves was rather akin to a crowd
of holidaymakers approaching a large maze. Everyone believes that
there’s an easy route through - but where and how are they going to
find it?

Digital multimedia services
There has been much attention focused on broadband networks,
particularly optical fibre, but this is not where the consideration has
to start. The network is a key part of the Service Distribution busi-
ness, but if there is to be any financial justification for the very large
investments required then we must first consider what services we
are planning to provide.

If the digital multimedia home service market is to become a com-
mercial reality then which are the best areas to begin prospecting? Is
it in electronic games, education, travel, shopping, financial services,
local services, videophone - or all of them - or something else entire-
ly? The selection and timing of the introduction of new services are
critical factors if they are to be a financial success. Finding a route
through this maze of possibilities - many of which are simply expen-
sive dead-ends - is not easy.

Who are the customers for these services? What do they need?
And what are they willing to pay? These are all questions which must
be answered to the best of our abilities. However, despite extensive
market research and trials, in an emerging market such as this there
will always remain very large uncertainties, against which large net-
work investments must be made. Every potential player in the Serv-
ice Distribution business is wrestling with this problem and seeking
to reduce the cost and risk profile.

The technology challenge
The Service Distribution business, and therefore provision of a net-
work with broadband capability, is central to BT’s interest in this
area. The network of the future is not merely a matrix of wires and
switches. Our vision is rather one of a giant distributed computer: an
all-digital, intelligent, broadband platform; a platform which under-
pins the content providers and connects the service providers to all
of our customers (Fig. 4).

BT’s challenge has been to develop a strategy which allows us to
evolve from our current narrowband network to the broadband fu-
ture, and to do so in an economic fashion which reduces the large risk
profile to an acceptable level. It is critical that the initial network costs
are low enough to allow the emerging digital multimedia services
market to develop.

Up until four years ago, together with telecommunications compa-
nies all around the world, we believed that this broadband future
could only be delivered by a mass ‘change out’ to an all fibre access
network. But within the regulatory framework of the day we were
never able to construct a commercially viable business plan to bal-
ance the costs of a new network against the potential revenues. Our
regulatory exclusion from the broadcast TV market made even a
marginally viable plan totally impossible.

     Fig. 1      Fig. 2
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A revised broadband strategy
This blockage drove BT to think again. With the aid of our technolo-
gy foresight, particularly the anticipated advances in digital transmis-
sion, we developed an alternative dual-approach strategy, a strategy
which addressed both the issue of achieving lower network entry
costs and the need to stimulate and develop the initial ‘market pull’
for multimedia communication services.

The key technological breakthrough has been duly achieved
through advances in high speed digital transmission and digital com-
pression. These advances have made possible the transmission of
broader bandwidths directly over the copper-wire access network.
Broadband services can now be delivered to those customers who
choose to take them, over the existing network and without the huge
up-front costs of installing optical fibre to every home. Clearly, as the
market develops and demand grows, the progression to optical fibre
can be made wherever and whenever it is appropriate.

In parallel with these technological developments BT has com-
menced the a drive to stimulate and accelerate the digital multimedia
services market. The new multimedia products and services are
carefully geared to the evolving capability of the network. A new
strategy has been defined which entails a progressive network evolu-
tion, from today’s ‘lowband’, through ‘midband’ to ‘highband’. This
strategy allows the immediate deployment of new multimedia serv-
ices on the existing network and the development of a pipeline of
new and increasingly broader bandwidth offerings, in phase with the
evolving market need and network capability. Fortuitously, the rapid
progress of the Internet, and particularly the Internet Protocols, has
opened up a diverse range of new services which can be offered with
today’s lowband capability.

This parallel approach of progressively upgrading the bandwith
capability of our copper pair network, and simultaneously develop-
ing the market for multimedia home services, allows BT to better
align incremental investment with incremental revenues, thereby re-
ducing the investment risk profile which has repeatedly halted the
‘big bang’, all-fibre approach.

Within BT we still retain our ultimate vision of an all-fibre access
network, but now we have an evolutionary, rather than revolution-
ary, route to get there - a route which is commercially viable and one
which is essentially invisible to our customers.

Lowband services
In the BT local network as it exists today, every home is connected to
a local exchange by a copper pair. The street cabinet is a point of ca-
bling flexibility between the two. The copper pair can support either
an analogue or digital (i.e. the Integrated Services Digital Network or
ISDN), telephony service.

Customers can connect personal computers or similar terminal
equipment via modems, operating over the analogue telephony serv-
ice, or via ISDN. Basic modem technology now supports bit rates up
to 56 Kbit/s. ISDN can provide bit rates up to 128 Kbit/s. In fact, a

new residential product offering 128 Kbit/s service is planned for
next year.

‘Lowband Services’ refers to a range of digital services recently
launched by BT into the home market that can be accessed using
modems or ISDN. The BT Internet access service was launched just
over 12 months ago and is now in the top three of the 50 access serv-
ice providers in the UK with the best service rating. We anticipate
that it will become the largest UK access provider in due course.

BT Internet connects to our national Internet Backbone service -
BT Net - which, in turn, connects to our global Internet backbone -
Concert Internet Plus. So our customers benefit from fast and relia-
ble local access to the Internet using BT’s world class communica-
tions infrastructure.

LineOne is an on-line service targeted at the mass market that was
launched in January this year by Springboard, a joint venture be-
tween BT and News International. It creates and delivers - via the
Internet - entertainment, information and education to UK homes.
LineOne content is drawn from major News International and News
Corporation brands, such as The Times, The Sunday Times, The
Sun and the News of the World.

Springboard works with third party partners to provide a broad
spectrum of useful services including up-to-the-minute local and na-
tional news, weather, sport, events, listings and ticketing, as well as
games, retailing and a definitive reference library. The venture com-
bines News International’s expertise in publishing, multimedia and
news gathering and BT’s experience in multimedia and communica-
tions. The Springboard objective is to build LineOne into the UK’s
premier Internet-based online service.

‘HomeCampus’ is the latest addition to BT’s ‘Campus World’ port-
folio, the world’s largest on-line network education service. ‘Home-
Campus’ is a service for both parents and children at home, provid-
ing educational resources to support learning, with educational
materials designed by education professionals, to enable children
and adults alike to participate in exciting projects and activities.

HomeCampus activities include moderated discussion groups and
interaction with experts, homework help, revision aids and a fun on-
line magazine aimed at the younger user. HomeCampus also offers
links to hundreds of external World Wide Web sites, which have
been selected for their usefulness to the learner.

When the children (and their parents) have finished their home-
work they can play with and against one another, on our Wireplay
interactive games network. This is the next step in computer games.
Instead of playing alone against the computer, children - and increas-
ingly adults - can play against one another over the network either as
individuals or in teams. The service offers all sorts of games from
chess to football to science fiction space battles.

All of these services are distributed over BT’s network today.

     Fig. 3      Fig. 4
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Midband services and the market trial
With interest in multimedia services beginning to grow, BT is pre-
paring to move its network capability up from the current narrow-
band to an intermediate midband capability which will allow the de-
livery of up to a 2Mb/sec service on an economic basis from mid
1998.

Implementation of midband technology involves connecting addi-
tional digital boxes to each end of the copper pair, that is in the ex-
change and in the home. This technology is an overlay to the existing
telephony service provided over the same pair of copper wires, al-
lowing our customers to make telephone calls at the same time as
they surf the Net or engage an interactive service.

This technology allows faster services and TV quality video to be
delivered into the home. Working with its key suppliers BT has devel-
oped the necessary technology based upon derivations of ADSL
(Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Loop) technology. Work is in hand
with these key suppliers to get the unit costs down to an appropriate
level for implementation.

This midband technology concept was tested in BT’s recent full-
scale Interactive Services Market Trial. The trial involved over 6,500
customers in Colchester and Ipswich. It used ADSL technology to
provide a 2 Megabit interactive video service over the standard tele-
phone lines. The service included a full range of education, informa-
tion, entertainment, shopping and banking services. More than a
hundred content providers were involved, ranging from Hollywood
studios, through retail stores and high street banks, down to local
charities.

The trial used a specially developed large Video Server which
stored thousands of hours of video information and allowed hun-
dreds of users to have simultaneous access to any piece of content.
Using a TV style remote control, the viewer could navigate around
pages of information and select from various menus. The digital pic-
ture quality was judged to be excellent by all of the broadcasting ex-
perts involved.

The BT Market trial was the first full-scale trial of its kind in the
world and the results were extremely valuable in planning the way
forward. The technology was successfully demonstrated, but, more
importantly, invaluable understanding of the market characteristics
of these new services, and customers preferences, was obtained.

Highband services
The third step in our planned evolution is to deploy fibre from the
exchange to street cabinets. From the cabinet rates of 12 Mbit/s can
be delivered into the home, again over the existing copper pair.
That’s enough to carry a full range of services including multiple high
quality video channels. The customer can also transmit upstream to-
wards the exchange at rates of up to 2 megabits per second. Depend-
ing on the market requirements, we shall be ready to offer this serv-
ice from 1999 onwards.

The street cabinet is a flexibility point in our network serving typ-
ically around 300 customers, and usually sited a few hundred metres
from the customers’ homes. It is very rarely sited more than 1 km
away. A new broadband cabinet will be built alongside the old cabi-
net and connections are jumped across from the old cabinet to the
new one to serve those customers wishing to take the broadband
services. The broadband cabinet houses the optics for a fibre feeder
system and the electronics to drive the high speed copper system.

This evolutionary approach has many obvious benefits. In partic-
ular, it offers us a means of meeting the needs of our customers as the
market develops and avoids the economic trap which the big bang,
up-front, all-fibre approach led us into.

Interactive digital broadcasting
In developing a strategy for the evolution of its Service Distribution
capabilities, BT is not locked into any one technology exclusively.
Each one will have its benefits and a time-window in which it may
provide unique opportunities for delivering new multimedia services
and developing the multimedia market.

BT is currently excluded by regulation from participating directly
in broadcast entertainment services. However, it may well be that
the integration of broadcast and interactive services is vital in the in-
itial development of the multimedia market. The emergence of digit-
al broadcasting over satellite, terrestrial or cable links may well be
the key in the digital race to the home.

With respect to digital broadcasting, the UK is already lagging be-
hind many other countries. Digital TV is already available in the
Americas, both north and south, Western Europe, Japan and other
Asia Pacific countries. Digital broadcasting in these early entrant
countries certainly offers customers a unprecedented choice of hun-
dreds of television channels, but it could also bring much more.

The set-top box, which is necessary to convert incoming digital sig-
nals into a format that can be displayed on any one of the 44 million
analogue TV sets in the UK, can be extended to provide much great-
er functionality. It can, for example, provide the means of combining
a two-way interactive ISDN capability, with a one-way highband
broadcasting channel to provide a range of multimedia services
based upon interactive digital broadcasting.

While IDB is more limited than a full interactive highband net-
work, it offers the benefit that the capability is available now. Many of
the interactive services which were included in the BT Trial, including
education, information, entertainment, shopping and banking, could
be delivered over such a platform.

This approach reinforces the new market structure and allows
Content, Service, Distribution and Consumer Electronics Providers
in the UK to offer services and begin to mount the learning curve.
Without such an early stimulus it is unlikely that these new multime-
dia industry providers will develop in this country. As the market
develops and becomes more sophisticated and demanding, it will
help to pull through the fully interactive services which will demand a
two-way high-band network capability.

British interactive broadcasting
However, while Interactive Digital Broadcasting offers many bene-
fits, there is a major hurdle to be overcome. If the service is to appeal
to the mass market then the set-top box has to be priced competitive-
ly, that is initially below manufacturing cost. As a consequence, the
funding of a substantial subsidy in the early stages is called for if the
service is to rapidly acquire the millions of customers necessary to
make it an attractive option to Service Providers.

It is this reasoning that has driven BT to participate in the recently
announced joint venture - British Interactive Broadcasting (BIB) - to
address this market opportunity. Our partners - BSkyB, Matshushita
and Midland Bank - bring the competencies in this new market struc-
ture that complement our own. Together we shall provide the neces-
sary subsidy for a de-facto standard set-top box which will be com-
mon to terrestrial as well as satellite digital broadcasting.

In BT we are very excited about the prospects for this new ven-
ture. Not only for what it will offer itself, but also because it may well
prove to be the key enabler in moving the UK to the forefront in the
interactive services field.

Conclusions
To this point I have certainly failed to answer directly the question
posed by the title of this paper. Who will be the winners in the race to
provide digital services to the home?

The market for digital home services is at a very early stage, but it
is, at last, beginning to emerge. Clearly, we believe that BT’s strategy
will provide an effective and commercial approach. Our plan to stim-
ulate this new market with our current lowband network capability,
while developing the technology to allow a progressive evolution to
support fully interactive broadband services as the market emerges,
has many good features. They are good not only for BT, but for
many other companies in the various industry sectors identified
above.

Across the UK and internationally, there are many competitors in
this field. We can anticipate a wide range of products and services
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with diverse technologies deployed and a wide range of partnerships
and joint ventures as the new market structure takes shape. Since
every player is starting from a somewhat different point, and has dif-
fering competencies, the outcome is hard to predict. The commercial
winners will be those companies who choose the right route through
their particular maze, and particularly those who get their timing
right. One of the key objectives for successful entrants has to be to
achieve a close alignment of investment plans with market revenues.

Regulation will obviously play a role and it is absolutely critical that
regulation is not allowed to stifle innovation in this embryonic mar-
ket. We shall all be the losers then. Not only the companies involved,
but the end users, both business and residential customers alike.

Whilst at the end of the road there will be rewards for the winners, or
at least that is what we all hope, the market today requires much faith
and vision and is certainly no gold mine.

The only sure winners in the digital race to the home will be the
customers. They will have the choice of benefiting from an incredible
range of innovative new services at very competitive prices. But there
is another, even more important side to this issue. If enough compa-
nies are successful and we build a new digital multimedia industry
structure in the UK then, undoubtedly, the UK as a whole will be the
real winner in the international digital race to the home.

Dr Abe Peled*

Introduction
The success of the first Digital Broadcasting Satellite (DBS) service
in the United States - DirecTV - the broad acceptance of the Digital
Video Broadcasting (DVB) MPEG-2 standard has fuelled the cur-
rent global race to establish additional DBS services. The expected
emergence of digital terrestrial broadcasting systems in the US and
the UK have the potential of altering the competitive landscape in
the information superhighway battle to deliver a myriad of new dig-
ital services to businesses and consumers. While one telephone com-
pany after the other is announcing the scaling back of much publi-
cized earlier plans to spend billions on new infrastructure capable of
delivering several megabits/sec into every consumer’s home, and ca-
ble companies are evaluating the results of early trials, in the hope of
discovering glimmers of hope that consumers will be willing to part
with enough additional dollars every month to recover the cost of the
billions that they will need to spend on upgrading their infrastructure
to deliver these services, digital broadcasting suddenly appears as an
intriguing and promising alternative.

Digital broadcasting has not been considered a contender in the
information superhighway sweepstakes and, indeed, any initial re-
view of its qualifications as a promising contender would lead to an
immediate dismissal of its chances as a serious candidate. After all,
the main focus of the information superhighway is two-way interac-
tivity at megabits/sec. making a myriad of new applications possible,
removing the speed and bandwidth constraints limiting us today.
Broadcasting, pundits will point out, is inherently a one way medium
incapable of two-way video conferencing, immediate one-to-one in-
teraction and many more limitations, and is therefore simply unsuit-
able to deliver all their dream applications.

In this paper we will re-examine this premise and make the case for
the role digital broadcasting can play in the race to deliver new infor-
mation, shopping and entertainment services to businesses and con-
sumers. The advantages of digital broadcasting as a mass delivery
medium for massive amounts of video, audio and data with substan-
tially lower costs per bit and at a radically lower initial investment per
potential customer are simply too compelling to ignore. They will
serve as a powerful motivator to search for the services and applica-
tions that can be delivered effectively while overcoming the limita-
tions the medium imposes. Electronic delivery of newspapers, maga-
zines, books, software, games, music, movies, are only a few of the
examples that come to mind. The fundamental fact that will allow
digital broadcasting to overcome its most glaring limitation is the
highly asymmetric pattern of information consumption/generation
of individuals. With the exception of video conferencing, individuals
consume vastly larger amounts of information than they generate.
We believe that exploiting this asymmetry by careful selection and
design of the applications and services, and by judiciously using the
ubiquitous telephone network as the reverse channel, it will be pos-
sible to use digital broadcasting to deliver many of the most attractive
applications and services promised by the information superhighway

earlier, at lower cost and to everyone instead of the lucky few living
in the initial infrastructure deployment areas.

Digital broadcasting - facts and figures
The digital broadcasting technology is applicable to terrestrial as
well as satellite broadcasting. In this paper we will focus primarily on
satellite broadcasting for purposes of the illustration of facts and fig-
ures, since it is better understood and is being deployed widely
around the world. A typical DVB compliant digital satellite broad-
casting system can deliver 34 Mb/sec per transponder, which is capa-
ble of illuminating a continent, thus reaching tens of millions of po-
tential users. Satellite configurations vary widely. However, most will
have at least 20 such transponders, providing every user in the area
of coverage with the ability to receive video, data and audio at up to
8 Mb/sec out of an over 500 Mb/sec stream. The investment needed
to build and launch such a system is of the order of hundreds of mil-
lions of dollars.

Fact: The investment per potential user is in the tens of dollars vs. over $1000
for the two-way alternatives being promoted for the “superhighway”.

The PC card that will receive the satellite signal will benefit from
the highly integrated silicon chips being developed to support the
MPEG2-DVB standard, and which will be used in millions of digital
set-top boxes. Several major suppliers, e.g., LSI Logic and VLSI
Technology, have announced comprehensive plans for complete chip
sets in this area and expect to have integrated most functions onto
three chips by the end of 1997. These chips will provide all the RF
tuning, demodulation, error correction, demultiplexing, descram-
bling and the necessary interface to Smartcard-based conditional ac-
cess systems. This conditional access system will support subscrip-
tion-based services, e.g., magazines or software updates, as well as
pay-per-view for specific information, e.g. research reports.

Fact: PC cards that will be capable of receiving this massive datastream and
depositing it on the local PC disk, will be widely available for less than $300
in 1997.

A single transponder can deliver over 300 Gbytes of data every 24
hours. This data can comprise of data sent out once every day, or
once every hour, or any other repetition rate, providing a flexible
match between the necessary timeliness of the data delivery and the
cost of delivering it. A full digital daily newspaper requires 5 Mbytes
of storage for the full editorial content, picture and ads. It could be
downloaded into the PC in less than 10 seconds and occupy less than
1%. of the hard disk storage of the typical multimedia PC now being
sold. Obtaining the same newspaper content from an Internet WEB
server over a fast modem connection would take over an hour.

Fact: Simultaneous delivery of identical data, e.g., a digital newspaper, to
thousands of users is close to a thousand times faster and over a thousand times
less expensive than via a typical Internet connection.

The applications
Broadcasting is a highly effective one-to-many medium, and there-
fore the applications that will emerge are the ones that exploit this* Chief Executive Officer, News Digital Systems Ltd
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capability. They will involve the delivery of large amounts of multi-
media data of interest to thousands of users. This data will be broad-
cast and picked up simultaneously by all the suitably equipped per-
sonal computers and stored on their local disk for subsequent use.
The conditional access system ensures that only authorized users
will receive the keys to descramble and view the data. This system
provides a proven method (in pay television) for distributing valua-
ble content electronically to end users in return for an agreed fee on
the Internet, the current precursor to the future network-based infor-
mation superhighway, such methods are only being developed.

The initial applications are likely to be simply the delivery of con-
tent currently distributed via paper, e.g., newspapers, newsletters,
magazines, or similar content currently being placed on the WEB to
consumers with advertiser support. The more interesting applica-
tions are likely to emerge as content providers grasp the true capabil-
ities of this new medium. The confirmed effect of the multimegabit
bandwidth and the rapid growth in the local storage capacity of per-
sonal computers will enable new types of media to emerge. For ex-
ample, a newsletter aimed at football fans containing the in-depth
text coverage found in the Monday paper and including MPEG com-
pressed video highlights which are displayed on an eighth of the PC
screen and decoded in the PC viewer software (as they are now in
Internet browsers). Such a newsletter, containing approximately ten
minutes of video highlights, text and numerous stills would occupy
only 10 Mbytes of storage (or 1% of a typical hard disk in a current
multimedia PC) and would be downloaded to the subscriber’s PC in
a little over 20 seconds on Sunday evening. Similarly, a newspaper
advertisement could contain references to video or audio clips, de-
scribing merchandise or a resort.

The examples above illustrate an important concept, the massive

bandwidth combined with massive local storage, and can provide the
user the illusion of immediate interactivity. As a matter of fact if a user
would dedicate 10% of his disk to information that would be down-
loaded via digital broadcasting he could “surf” over this data with
immediate response. “Surfing” over the real Internet to reach the
equivalent amount of data would take this user over 20 hours. In-
deed, there is a major difference. In the broadcast case the “surfing
space” has been preselected by the broadcaster and is packaged to
appeal to a broad audience rather than to an individual’s taste. Here
the electronic editor that decides what is the content that will be pack-
aged fills the same role as the traditional editor on the broadcast and
print media, with one profound difference: the quantitative differ-
ences, the massive amounts of information, enabling hybrid media
forms, the new delivery economics that make it affordable to deliver
editions tailored to thousands rather than tens or hundreds of thou-
sands, will result in a qualitatively new medium.

In addition to this perceived interactivity, applications can also
exploit the return path via the regular telephone network, or even
via the Internet. Individual customer requests and billing informa-
tion can be fed back interactively, or batched and sent back over-
night.

We expect that imaginative applications will emerge that will effec-
tively use this powerful information delivery medium, fully exploit-
ing the high speed forward channel and cleverly overcoming the lim-
itations of the reverse path, in the process moving the applications
that lend themselves to this medium away from the Internet. As this
happens, digital broadcasting will assume an ever more prominent
role in the information superhighway infrastructure.

Mr Huw Jones*

Introduction
A brief word first of all about S4C - Sianel Pedwar Cymru - The
Welsh Fourth Channel. We are a statutory body, established in 1982
at the same time as Channel 4, to broadcast on the fourth channel in
Wales a high quality television service which in peak hours is mainly
in the Welsh language. The rest of the time we broadcast or re-sched-
ule Channel 4. We receive public funding which until now has been
calculated as a fixed percentage of total UK television advertising
revenue. Under the 1996 Broadcasting Act, our public funding has
been fixed at its 1997 value so that even if UK advertising revenue
grows we will no longer share in that growth. At the same time we
have been given new freedom to set up commercial ventures, the
profits of which, if any, may be used to extend and expand our serv-
ices. One of those ventures may lead to our playing a role in the main-
stream of British broadcasting. More of that in a moment.

Before I went to work in television, I spent the first twelve years of
my working life running a record company. I mention this not as a
biographical detail but because I see similarities between the way the
record industry developed in the late sixties and seventies and the
way television is likely to develop in the digital age.

In the early sixties, the pop music charts were dominated by the
products of three or four companies. The Beatles recorded for Parlo-
phone, which was a division of EMI, the same company as owned
Columbia which published Cliff Richard’s records. The Rolling
Stones recorded for Decca and Elvis Presley for RCA. The vast ma-
jority of chart records were to be found on the same labels. Record-
ing studios were large, their equipment cumbersome and expensive;
plants for pressing discs involved huge capital expenditure and dis-
tribution required a labour-intensive infrastructure. Even if you
were a brilliant musician and songwriter, there was only one way to
put your songs before the public and that was by striking a deal with
a major record company.

In the late 60s and early 70s, however, new technology arrived,
primarily from Japan, which made it possible. Creative musicians of
all kinds were able to by-pass the £40 an hour studios and spend all
day and all night if they wished perfecting their three minute master-
pieces in their newly equipped cellars. The arrival of the audiocas-
sette made it possible to enter the market with smaller initial publish-
ing runs and independent distribution networks were formed to
service the new breed of musical entrepreneur. In a short space of
time the monopoly of the large companies was broken, leading to a
flourishing independent scene which is still a striking feature of to-
day’s music industry. In Wales, at a time when the official media of
radio and television gave scant exposure to Welsh language music,
my colleagues and I were effectively able to create a third mass medi-
um through the production of popular Welsh language gramophone
records to the extent that if you entered any Welsh-speaking home in
that period, alongside the Dansette gramophone would be a rack of
7 inch extended play records, the constant playing of which constitut-
ed a substantial part of that family’s leisure activity. In short, we cre-
ated a niche medium by identifying a specific audience which wanted
something that we knew how to provide. What we did not do was
entirely to displace the consumption in those homes of Cliff Rich-
ard’s and Beatles’ records, but we did find our place in the sun along-
side them.

The same thing happened in other countries.
So, while the mass media technologies of radio and television and

the gramophone had initially threatened cultural diversity by bring-
ing the same glossy, attractive, popular products to audiences
throughout the world, the democratisation of that same technology
enabled local cultures to fight back and survive.

Today, we find television at a similar crossroads as it enters the dig-
ital age. There will certainly be winners and losers, but the record
industry shows that they may not necessarily be predictable ones. As
of today, we still live in a society where the majority of households -* Chief Executive, S4C
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75% of the UK total - content themselves with four or five television
channels.

Multichannel television
Most viewers have not yet subscribed to multichannel satellite and
cable television, although some parts of it are enormously profitable.
Undoubtedly, it is the high perceived quality of British terrestrial tel-
evision which has restrained the growth of satellite and cable. In oth-
er countries, such as Germany, France and Italy, where the basic fare
was less fulfilling, new channels have achieved significantly higher
penetration. But British broadcasters cannot complacently assume,
however, that this state of affairs will last indefinitely. The significant
statistic is that whereas satellite and cable services have only an 11%
share of overall UK television viewing, their share of the viewing of
the under 16 age group in homes which have cable or satellite is 51%.

Any parent with satellite or cable in the home will be very aware of
the amount of time their younger children spend watching Nickelo-
deon or other specialist children’s channels and the older ones
watching MTV, the music channel. In the younger generation, the
audience of the future, the pattern of regular viewing of three or four
channels has already been broken, for good. This is the generation
which grew up with a rattle in one hand and a zapper in the other,
which plays video games not cricket and if given access to the Internet
is only too happy to prove its technological facility by running up
amazing telephone bills. It will culturally graze wherever it can find
tasty fodder, and, let’s be honest, there are many parents and even
some grandparents who, once the resident five year old has shown
them how to programme the video or access the Internet, will also
find themselves enjoying the new offerings, albeit surreptitiously.

The arrival of multi-channel and multi-choice television and the
gradual fragmentation of the massive audiences enjoyed by the
mainstream broadcasters is therefore inevitable. Digital television
will accelerate this process for two reasons: first, it makes it possible
to offer a far greater number of channels; secondly, it will bring
about a new type of viewing experience, through the introduction of
interactive services of different kinds. Central to the question of how
successful new services and methods of delivery will be is the issue of
how much viewers are willing to pay for increased choice and what
exactly it is that they are willing to pay for.

Digital service problems
These questions arise in respect of all three methods which will be
used to deliver digital services, namely, satellite, cable and terrestrial,
but they happen to be highlighted in the differing plans of the rival
groups bidding for digital terrestrial multiplexes. BDB, the consorti-
um which consists of BSkyB, Carlton and Granada, offers across
three multiplexes a total of 15 channels, including some of the most
popular sport and film channels currently available only on satellite.
The rival consortium, DTN, offers 20 new channels with an emphasis
on new, interactive services.

The Independent Television Commission will make its choice be-
tween these two rival offerings early next month. In an ideal world,
the ITC might like to have the best of both. That, however, may be
difficult.

It will have to balance the relative desirability of having such major
players as BSkyB, Carlton and Granada on board rather than com-
peting on satellite, against the fact that DTN appears to be drawing
on the new technology’s potential to a greater extent. There are im-
portant questions relating to competition and possible media domi-
nation to be considered while other players, such as the BBC and
ITV, are looking for reassurance that if one company’s technology
becomes the industry standard then there is fair access for all to that
technology. The Electronic Programme Guides which will be the
main means by which viewers are given access to different services
need to be fair to all channels, in particular those of the public servic-
es. There is concern that BBC1 might end up on Channel 98, for in-
stance.

The ITC may be helped in its decision by consideration of what is

likely to be offered on the other three digital terrestrial multiplexes,
in one of which my own organisation has an interest.

Multiplex 1 has been given to the BBC, which has been allowed to
sell off its transmitter network and to keep the proceeds of that sale,
for the purpose of launching new digital services. Its main stated in-
tention is to offer a free 24 hour news service.

Multiplex 2 has been gifted to ITV and Channel 4. There is room
here also for additional services. The dilemma facing ITV and Chan-
nel 4 is that it actually costs quite a lot of money to create the pro-
gramming for brand new services which are unlikely to have many
viewers in the short term, at a time when there may be a need to
strengthen their core services to face increased competition. ITV’s
most likely option appears to be a UK network channel based partly
on repeats and partly on new programming. This may be subscrip-
tion based or, more likely, free to the viewer supported by advertis-
ing. Channel 4 have indicated that they may introduce a film channel
based on non-Hollywood material.

The position in Wales
Multiplex 3 or, Multiplex A as it is more properly known, is quite
complicated and S4C, through a subsidiary company called SDN,
has bid for the right to operate this multiplex across the whole of the
UK. In Wales, and in Wales only, S4C has been given half of this
multiplex as of right. Channel 4, whose programmes at present fill
70% of our total hours, will, on digital, be available as a separate serv-
ice for the first time, so the first thing S4C will do is to offer an all-day
service of our own, which will include substantially increased pro-
gramming in Welsh for children and young people, adult daytime
programming in Welsh for the first time, additional coverage of local
and international sport and more drama and music from Wales and
other countries. We also hope to offer an entirely new concept called
the Digital College which will be a partnership between ourselves,
educational institutions and others to develop lifetime learning and
skills acquisition, targeting in particular the high numbers of those in
Wales who leave school without formal qualifications.

Because of the topography of Wales, digital terrestrial will not
reach all parts of the country at least until analogue has been
switched off. We shall probably therefore be securing space on satel-
lite also so that all parts of Wales can receive S4C’s digital services. In
doing so, of course, S4C will become available for the first time in the
rest of the United Kingdom thus enabling long-suffering Welsh ex-
iles to regain fruitful daily contact with the Land of their Fathers and
enabling the John Redwoods of the future to familiarise themselves
with our National Anthem. It is one of the notable features of the
arrival of many more channels that diaspora communities all over the
world are being given the chance to see regular programmes from
their countries of origin and retain cultural ties.

Multiplex A - the other half
That’s half of Multiplex A - in Wales only. The second guaranteed
broadcaster place has been given to the recently launched Channel 5
- throughout the UK. In Scotland there is a requirement that Gaelic
programmes should be allocated at least ½ hour per day in peak
viewing hours. The rest of the capacity on this complicated multiplex
is free for commercial exploitation. This amounts broadly to 1/6th of
the total capacity for which the two big groupings, BDB and DTN,
are competing on the other three multiplexes.

This is the potentially valuable commercial asset which SDN, un-
der the freedom granted to S4C by the 1996 Act, has bid for. This is
the multiplex which technically will reach the third highest number of
viewers in the UK and, in that respect alone, has considerable com-
mercial attractions. The other interesting factor is that SDN is the
only bidder for this multiplex. SDN’s programming proposition for
the UK, you will probably be glad to learn, is based on a pragmatic
mix of English language subscription and free-to-air services, includ-
ing a Nursery Channel for pre-school children, a Motoring Channel
from ITN and a Nature Channel. The Information Channel, which
we are also developing in association with ITN, is likely to be half way
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between a television channel as we know it and an interactive infor-
mation service of the new age. It will offer local, national and regional
information and transactional services of different kinds so as to ac-
cess additional commercial revenues.

This multiplex bid is seen by us as an essentially commercial ven-
ture, but I believe the mixture of public service and commercial mo-
tivation that we bring to the table is extremely relevant in considera-
tion of the issues we are discussing today.

Extended digital service in Wales
While we have been laying our plans for SDN, the S4C home service,
as it were, has had to look very hard at the implications of providing
an extended digital service in Wales. We have no more public funding
available but, after consultation with the 80 independent production
companies who are our suppliers, we came to the conclusion that it
was possible to extend the present service by offering suppliers long-
er contracts in exchange for more output and lower prices. The
whole process of radically revisiting our methods of operation while
at the same time investigating commercial opportunities on a scale
which we had never previously considered, has energised the whole
organisation to the extent that we are already talking to other Euro-
pean broadcasters about possible pan-European services which we
might put together in partnership with them, and of expanding our
already successful programme sales department.

Last year our programmes sold to more than 60 countries. Our
animation in particular has won worldwide acclaim. The animated
Old Testament stories are ours, as are the two Shakespeare and Opera
series. Our next offerings will be Religious Faiths of the World, classic
Epics and Legends and the extended Life of Jesus, with Ralph Fiennes
providing the voice of Christ. Ambitious projects from Wales? It may
be difficult for this gathering to appreciate, but places like Wales have
long been benighted by the tradition which holds that in Britain tal-
ent gravitates to London and that if you chose to stay in the “regions”
you should not have ideas above your station. Whatever happens to
our multiplex bid, the simple fact that we may have seen an opportu-
nity which others had dismissed has given us and other ex-centric
broadcasting organisations a massive but hopefully not excessive
boost in self-confidence. I doubt if we will ever again succumb to the
self-doubt which maintains that if an idea is any good then someone
in London or Los Angeles must already have thought of it.

The way things will develop
I appreciate that some of the foregoing may appear to be somewhat
narrow and particular in scope, but what I am trying to illustrate is a
centrally important feature of these digital developments: namely,
that new kinds of organisations will emerge to meet the challenge of
new technology.

S4C, in its much smaller way, is mirroring the BBC’s efforts to re-
define itself as an organisation in receipt of public funds but which is
no longer purely a public service broadcaster but rather a hybrid -
mainly public service, but increasingly with a commercial thrust and
vision. I believe that such hybrids will be enormously valuable.

They will be driven by the need to justify the continuation of their
public funding by providing programming which is clearly of high
quality, is popular, but also offers wide variety and some content
which would not be commissioned by commercial organisations. The
limitations of public funding will drive them to seek efficiencies wher-
ever they can be found, while the participation in commercial ven-
tures will bring in money which will enable them to compete for the
best talent and most valuable rights. They will also be driven by their
particular remit to reflect and sustain the national cultures of their
countries - a priority which cannot be taken for granted in transna-
tional commercial broadcasting organisations.

[And as Michael Grade once said, it is the BBC and, I would add,
all public service broadcasters, which keeps the rest of the pack hon-
est].

Enormous potential exists
If I can return, as I close, to the picture I painted at the beginning of
the way technology empowered talent and individualism in the music
industry. I believe there is enormous potential for a similar outburst
of creative activity in television. The Internet is a chaotic, anarchic,
unregulated, time wasting but essentially democratic and creative
mechanism, capable of undermining the world’s carefully construct-
ed communication structures. We have heard how television pictures
can be broadcast down the telephone line and how BT hope to get in
on the act as soon as possible. Microsoft has bought WebTV in rec-
ognition of the huge commercial potential of the convergence be-
tween computer and television technologies. Individuals, groups,
clubs and societies already create their own web pages using text and
graphics to communicate with each other, creating in a way their own
little channels.

Soon, little cameras above the personal computer will enable pic-
tures to be sent down the same lines. That is television, is it not?
There is in this development an essentially healthy democratisation
of the medium, akin to the liberation of knowledge with the arrival of
the printing press. We should not seek to stop it even if we could.
Neither should we broadcasters fall flat on our backs in terror. Radio
in its many forms already offers us a model of a multiservice medium.
Local radio stations abound but the demand for national and inter-
national services is still substantial. There are audiences for non-stop
chat and entertainment which seeks to do no more than pass the time
of day, but there are also very substantial audiences for programmes
which are crafted, intelligent and challenging. There is a demand for
services in Welsh and Gaelic as well as the languages of other, newer
ethnic communities. Few listeners rely on one station alone. Most
people form part of different listening communities at different
times. We are all minorities sometimes.

In television, however, we have to recognise that there is a greater
danger that the cost of making high quality programmes will continue
to endow the major centres of population with overwhelming power
and influence. There is a danger still that the ability of American tel-
evision to fund its products on the basis of a vast, essentially homog-
enous home audience, and then sell these products abroad at mar-
ginal cost, will continue to enable the US to engage in a form of
cultural dumping and that countries wishing to preserve their own
cultural uniqueness will need to find the resources often from non-
commercial sources in order to provide expression for their own
cultures in the face of such competition.

The success of BSkyB has actually underlined the extremely good
value for money which the licence fee represents and which ITV and
Channel 4 provide from advertising revenue. ITV as a whole con-
tributes £400m each year to the Treasury in the form of licence pay-
ments. If that money, or part of it, can be returned to programme
making within the United Kingdom it will do a great deal to ensure
that the high quality and diversity of British programming is sus-
tained. The ITC and the Government would be wise, however, to
consider very carefully how to provide for national and regional di-
versity through encouraging television production throughout the
nations and regions of the United Kingdom and not just within the
M25 circle. After all, it was the regulated regional structure of ITV
which generated from Manchester the most popular British televi-
sion series - Coronation Street. I fear that if such decisions had been left
to the market researchers of the London-based companies, ITV
back in 1955 would never have commissioned a series based on a
grimy Northern terrace.
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INNOVATION — AN EXAMPLE
FROM PILKINGTON
OPTRONICS

The Foundation held a lecture and dinner discussion on 15 July 1997 on the subject:
“Innovation — The State of the Nation. What are we really achieving?” The evening was
sponsored by the Department of Trade and Industry and the Economic and Social Research
Council and The Rt Hon The Lord Jenkin of Roding was in the chair. The speakers were Mr
Nigel Crouch, DTI Innovation Unit, Professor Frank Blackler, The Management School,
Lancaster University, Mr Graham Smart, Strategic Development Director, Pilkington
Optronics, and Dr Andrew Rickman, Bookham Technology Ltd.

Mr Graham Smart*

Introduction
Pilkington Optronics (PO) has a history of innovation. The company
has had a series of “firsts” both in terms of product development but
also in the advancing of technology which is, after all, so crucial to the
development of products. Innovation is central to our business suc-
cess. Not just production innovation, but our ability to introduce in-
creasingly innovative management techniques in order to exploit our
technological and business capacities faster and better in an increas-
ingly competitive world.

Pilkington Optronics designs, develops and manufactures systems
and products based on electro-optic technology for application pri-
marily in the military field but increasingly with civil applications. It
operates in three locations: Staines, Glasgow and St Asaph in North
Wales.

The defence field has faced significant changes over the last decade
and industry has had to adjust to a market place which is more dis-
cerning and less forgiving in judging a competitive offering. Budgets
have been cut significantly in Europe and the USA and the pressure
has been increasingly on cost and reliability to give customers in-
creasing value for money — and not before time, many taxpayers
around the world would say.

Defence was one of the last of the “sloppy” industries in the 1980s.
Cost plus contracts and non-competitive procurement often led to
under-performing products, with ever increasing costs and prices
and ever extending lateness of delivery. The UK governments’ focus
on competitive tendering and later the end of the Cold War forged a
new drive in industry for cost reduction and on-time delivery. No
part of the industry was immune from this. Pilkington Optronics cer-
tainly was not immune.

The image of my company in the late 1980s as an innovator was
well established but the image did not extend to other measures of
customer satisfaction. Our business in Glasgow, Barr & Stroud, was
known as the third university of Glasgow. However, the market place
was not prepared to account much in value to this historical perspec-
tive. So-called “operational improvements” were needed. We em-
barked aggressively on gaining control of the fundamental business
processes through the introduction of MRPII and developed our
own processes from this to enable lead-time and cost reduction to be
achieved on a significant scale with crucial improvements in quality
and reliability. We innovated to take new ideas and translate them
into processes to achieve results, which would in the first instance
enable us simply to survive.

Innovation and growth
This was a different type of innovation to that for which we were

known, but the tangible benefits kept us in business and created a
new position from which we could genuinely plan future growth.

These tangible results showed that over a 3- to 4-year period up to
1994:-

• Stock and Work In Progress reduced to 30% of what it was.
• Average lead times in manufacture and engineering reduced to

less than half of what it was.
• Delivery to schedule increased from 10% of our business to 97%.
• Added value per employee went up 3-fold.
And I could go on. It was a significant transformation. However,

the balance sheet of change was not all positive. Job losses were sig-
nificant. However, through these difficult change times the culture to
seek continuous improvement was fostered. But not all innovation
flourished. The days when new technology and product ideas could
emerge from a broad array of R&D initiatives, many government
funded, were behind us. Our externally funded development activity
fell by 50%. Control was paramount and product and technology
development needed to be more efficient, and that meant being
more selective. We had to spend more of our own money, i.e. a high-
er proportion of our turnover, on our engineering developments.
This is money taken from potential profit and was therefore, gener-
ated the hard way. Prioritisation, efficiency and sound justification
were the key features of our processes.

Eventually, there was a growing sense that whilst the company was
gaining competitive advantage in new approaches to the organisa-
tion of the business and its internal business processes, the technol-
ogy and product innovations were not showing themselves as they
used to do. The concern was that by facing up to the new challenges
of competitiveness, which invariably involved job losses, that the
company was becoming too inward looking and “playing safe” be-
came more of the norm. The customer focus was operationally-led
and not so much market-led. We had to assess future market needs
and trends better.

The next phase
The next phase of the organisational development was put in place.
The business was structured around Business Groups in 1994 with
each group resourced to achieve its strategy and budget targets. This
gave the business additional customer focus and a more balanced

Summary: Mr Smart outlined the development of his com-
pany and the various phases of innovative development that
had been undertaken since the late 1980s. A strategic review
was undertaken in co-operation with Lancaster University
(funded by ESRC) which led to the development of practical
guidelines of help in looking at how people and organisations
interact. Professor Blackler discussed the study, which had
suggested an agenda for action that was both practical and
urgent.

* Strategic Development Director, Pilkington Optronics Ltd
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approach, i.e. balancing the need for internal improvements with
customer focus. This restructuring, together with other process im-
provements, led to an increase in product development and new
technical innovations. The company introduced the concept of incu-
bator groups where technical and design specialists could explore
and prepare new approaches to future market opportunities. These
people were given the time and budget to explore new product initi-
atives. Over the last few years, even with the need to improve profit-
ability year on year, we have still increased the amount of money
spent on private venture — that is, the amount the company spends of
its own money on product and capability development. Further-
more, an acquisition was funded and integrated into the whole com-
pany. Coming out of this work, when we carried out our annual stra-
tegic review at the end of 1996 we could conclude with some
satisfaction that a healthy proportion of business over the next five
years was based on products or systems which did not exist inside
Pilkington Optronics some two years earlier.

When we reviewed the reasons for this new healthier state and
what were the underlying processes to sustain it, it was clear that the
full understanding did not exist to enable there to be sustainability.
There was not enough evidence that lessons were being learned and
internalised. The work of Lancaster University, of whom more later,
also highlighted some of these issues and these were fed into the stra-
tegic review at the end of 1996.

Strategic review
The conclusions to the strategic review highlighted that whilst signif-
icant gains were being experienced the demand from the market-
place for further competitive improvement would not lessen. The
need to continue the internal performance and quality improve-
ments would certainly have to continue in line with the strategy set 6
years earlier. However, there was the growing realisation that the
business needed to differentiate itself from its competitors in more
ways than cost and quality and whilst we were seeing gains in com-

petitive differentials around design and technology we wanted more
of it, but, importantly, we needed the effectiveness and efficiency to
be maintained. For example, some of the concerns we had and which
were also highlighted by the team from Lancaster University from its
own work were as follows:

The Business Group Structure did have a tendency to achieve in-
novation in one particular area and then to “imprison” it. The culture
was too “vertically” task driven and insufficiently “horizontally” net-
work driven. It led to examples where part of the engineering organ-
isation was “reinventing” an approach which had already been done
to good effect in another part of the organisation. The management
reporting system did not encourage the sharing of such knowledge
but, more, encouraged a degree of business rivalry amongst Business
Groups which led to protectionist behaviour, i.e. holding onto key
knowledge but, more importantly, key people, and not marketing
these to other areas in case they lost them. Furthermore, the oppor-
tunities from the market place were leading to ever increasing de-
mands to increase resources, particularly engineers, but, clearly,
some of this demand was feeding the allowing of duplication. Part of
the output from the Lancaster University team was to highlight the
area where although innovation was taking place there were barriers
to the cross filtration of ideas and designs. The company’s recent
thinking has been to endeavour to take these positive examples and
design an organisational model which reduces the inhibition to great-
er networking. The changes raise a number of new and interesting
dilemmas we have to face.

The Company recognises that knowledge management is key to its
future success and, in particular, how we build up a sound under-
standing of the way people and organisations interact so that individ-
ual talents can be brought to the front as and where needed. Our
people clearly are the source of innovation. It is they in the final anal-
ysis who will make Pilkington Optronics competitive, not only by be-
ing better but also different. We need to be able to recognise what
environment is best for nurturing creativity and what barriers need
to be removed in order for the organisation to exploit more rapidly
the ideas. We have therefore removed the Business Group Structure
and thereby changed allegiances with the goal of achieving significant
growth in the business.

However, moving away as we are from the long established hierar-
chical structures (which have served us so well) to more loosely struc-
tured networks in which we can access the appropriate talents does
not always sit comfortably with those involved. The new value sys-
tem needs to be reinforced as we currently seek to bed in this new
approach. We are finding that the involvement of Lancaster Univer-
sity as part of the ESRC Innovation Initiative is providing many in-
sights to achieving success in these changes. Frank will now describe
his group’s work in more detail — how by observing closely our inno-
vation processes they have developed a new way of looking at how
people and organisations interact, how they are developing practical
guidelines to help apply this understanding and to indicate the rele-
vance of this to other organisations.

      Dr Andrew Rickman, Managing Director of Bookham Technology Ltd, Mr
Graham Smart, Strategic Development Director of Pilkington Optronics, and
Professor Frank Blackler, Lancaster University, were three of the speakers at the
event. Mr Nigel Crouch from the DTI Innovation Unit also spoke.

Professor Frank Blackler*

Introduction
For the past eighteen months I have had the privilege to lead a multi-
disciplinary team that has been researching innovation processes in
Pilkington Optronics. The project is funded by the Economic and
Social Research Council (ESRC) as part of its Innovation Research
Programme.

Two researchers are employed full time on the project. At various
stages I have also been supported by three other colleagues from
Lancaster University. Throughout the time of the project Pilkington
Optronics have provided outstanding facilities for our work. For ex-
ample, we have undertaken a number of retrospective and “real

The Management School, Lancaster University

time” studies exploring the strategy that the company developed a
few years ago to support its rapid modernisation programme, the
ways in which design projects critical for the future of the company
have evolved, how the company is integrating and developing essen-
tial new areas of expertise, the changing demands on leadership at
various levels within the organisation, and the introduction of a new
structure based on teamworking. In addition to regular discussions
with managers from Pilkington Optronics, we have also discussed the
general interpretations we have developed with a panel of industrial-
ists who have met with us every six months. All this has meant that
we have been able to study and to analyse relevant processes in the
company in unusual detail.
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Our aim has been to develop an account of innovation processes in
Pilkington Optronics that is both practically relevant to the company
and also generalisable to a wide constituency. Our findings underline
the significance of the point emphasised by the DTI’s Innovation
Unit: innovation is best regarded as an ongoing process of renewal.
As I sketch out below, one of the outcomes of our work is an account
of the innovative management of innovation. We have also explored
the view that the management of innovation depends upon the man-
agement of knowledge and have developed a workshop format that
is designed to help managers apply this approach in practice.

General lessons from the project
Much of the excitement of the project stems from the general rele-
vance of events in this company to other British organisations. The
range of changes that the company has had to adapt to makes the
point: like many other UK organisations, Pilkington Optronics has
had to adjust to rapidly changing markets, global competition, the
changing role of government, far-reaching technological changes,
and new approaches to management. What is unusual is the extraor-
dinary pace at which this company has had to change. Pilkington
Optronics is at the leading edge of efforts to deal with problems that,
in the face of significant economic, political and technological chang-
es, many companies find that they are now having to face.

(a) The impact on organisations of changes in the
wealth creation process
There has, of course, been no shortage of ideas in recent years about
how companies might adapt to changes, for example, from recom-
mendations of downsizing and ‘business process re-engineering’,
through policies for the development of a flexible workforce and the
adoption of new technologies, to appeals for ‘organisational learn-
ing’. Such approaches can, no doubt, be of crucial value in particular
situations, but one point that has unmistakably emerged from our
studies in Pilkington Optronics that has only rarely been acknowl-
edged in the management literature. In the increasingly complex,
volatile and competitive environments of the present day organisa-
tions are likely to find themselves facing a range of competing de-
mands for which there can be no straightforward solutions. Short-
term needs for survival directly compete with the needs of long-term
development. Established strengths must be balanced against chang-
ing customer demands and emerging technological possibilities. The
need for advanced planning co-exists uneasily with the need for con-
structive improvisation. The need to utilise rules and standard proce-
dures competes with the need for dialogue and reflection. These
points are summarised in Table 1:

Table 1: Contradictory Pressures in Organisations that Compete through
Innovation

Competitive Environments and Tensions in Work Organisations

Short term needs for survival Long-term needs for development
Established strengths New demands, new possibilities
Advanced planning Constructive improvisation
Need for rules and procedures Dialogue and reflection

New approaches to understanding and managing organisations
are needed to support the heavy demands on people’s abilities to
collaborate that this situation precipitates. A slogan used within Pilk-
ington Optronics captures the challenge: the company aims to be
‘better, faster and cheaper’ than its competitors. In previous times
such objectives would have been considered incompatible and com-
panies would expect to address them in sequence over a period of
time, for example, through a quality programme one year, an effi-
ciency drive the next, a cost-cutting exercise the year after that. Now,
however, these objectives appear equally urgent and all must be
achieved at the same time.

(b) The need for new approaches to management
How can contradictory objectives like those listed in Table 1 be
achieved simultaneously? The leadership of top managers is one cru-
cial factor. In addition, the reality is that widespread commitment to
the reconciliation of mutually competing objectives is essential. Fa-
miliar approaches to organisation that place a strong reliance on nor-
mal rules and established procedures are of limited value. As summa-
rised In Table 2, responsibility for achieving contradictory objectives
needs to be delegated to the creative endeavours of employees
throughout an organisation. Our research suggests that for this to be
possible staff need to develop an expanded sense of priorities, a
broader sense of community, a sense of empowerment and the abil-
ity to engage in a collective process of problem solving.

Table 2: Changes in Approaches to Management Necessitated by
Contradictory Pressures

Changes in the Processes of Wealth Creation Necessitate New
Approaches to Organising

Away from a heavy reliance on:
Routines and procedures
Traditional role demarcations
Formal controls
Internal competition

Towards more emphasis on:
An expanded sense of priorities
An expanded sense of community
Improvisation and experimentation
Dialogue, collective problem solving

(c) Rethinking organisational processes: domain,
boundary and contextual innovations
The general implication of this are clear: in the complex circumstanc-
es that many organisations find they are currently facing less empha-
sis should be placed on the structures and procedures of the formal
organisation, more emphasis on organising processes and the devel-
opment of self-adjusting systems. Nonetheless, exactly what this
means for day-to-day practices needs to be spelt out. Our work in
Pilkington Optronics has focused on this point. We have identified
three, interrelated, processes which are, we believe, central to com-
panies that are competing through knowledge and expertise. See
Table 3.

Table 3: Innovation Processes in High Technology Organisations

The types of Innovation in Companies that Compete through
Knowledge are:

Domain Innovations
Innovations within an area of expertise
Boundary Innovations
Innovations across the boundaries between domains
Contextual Innovations
New understandings of present priorities and of future possibilities

The Core Organising Processes are:

Perspective Making
Practices that develop knowledgeable communities
Perspective Taking
Practices that develop mutual understanding and collaboration
between communities
Perspective Shaping
Practices that facilitate reflection and re-interpretation of collective
priorities

Domain innovations are innovations that occur within groups of
experts as members develop new approaches to problem solving.
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Such groups can be made up of specialist professionals, functional
experts, multi-disciplinary project groups or management groups.
Much of the literature on innovation is concerned with this type of
innovation and it is essential that organisations which seek to com-
pete through knowledge should develop strong innovative groups.

Nonetheless, our research suggests that in the complex trading
conditions of the present time two other forms of innovation are also
vital. Boundary innovations occur when different groups of experts,
each of which will have a distinctive contribution to make, develop
new ways of working together. The advantages of cross-disciplinary
working have been widely championed in recent years, but, in prac-
tice, such collaboration can be surprisingly difficult to achieve. Differ-
ent specialists view the same problems in different ways, have been
trained to utilise different concepts and problem solving approaches,
often follow different behavioural norms and identify themselves
with their separate communities. Close collaboration that is based
upon improvisation dialogue and collective problem solving be-
tween, for example, marketeers, sales staff, designers, manufactur-
ers, can prove elusive as such groups have strong but contrasting
orientations. Collaboration that requires people to cross the bound-
aries between them is a creative achievement that needs adequately
to be resourced.

Finally, contextual innovations occur when staff learn to appreci-
ate the significance of their activities in new ways and to appreciate
the significance of changes in the context in which they are operating.
Like boundary innovations, it is often not easy to encourage contex-
tual innovations; past successes can blind people to the significance
of change and of the need to re-think familiar intergroup relations
and the division of labour (and of knowledge) between them.

This threefold classification helps identify core organising process-
es in organisations that compete through knowledge. Expert groups
need to develop their particular contributions to problems; perspec-
tive making is the core process here. Perspective making within an
expert group is supported when participants develop a sense of
shared identity, a shared sense of shared priorities, and when they
feel empowered. Particular expert groups need also to develop their
understandings and appreciations of other expert groups; perspec-
tive taking is the core process here. Perspective taking is supported
by the cultivation of an overall sense of allegiance across groups, by
familiarity between them in terms of their various contributions, and
by managerial actions that support groups through the anxieties that
develop when relations between groups begin to alter. Finally, per-
spective shaping to support new appreciations and approaches oc-
curs when, for example, staff develop lively external networks, when
they benchmark their practices against those of their competitors,
and when they have some time free from the immediate pressures of
the moment to reflect upon their activities.

(d) Applying the approach to the research process
Finally, it seems appropriate to point out that this general analysis is
of direct relevance not only to business organisations but also to the
conduct of management research. In reflecting on the lessons of our
research over the past eighteen months, it is clear, I think, that any
contribution that my colleagues and I have been able to make to Pilk-
ington Optronics in particular and to the broader business communi-
ty in general depends upon our abilities to innovate within our spe-
cialist fields. In the terminology I have used in this discussion, it
depends upon our ability to achieve ‘domain innovations’. At the
same time, however, we have become increasingly aware of the need
to find new ways of collaborating with those we have been studying.
If our work is to be useful we have, in other words, to step outside
our conventional roles as academics and work to achieve ‘boundary
innovations’ with others. Further, we have come to recognise that in
the context of significant changes to the wealth creation process aca-

demics and managers alike would be advised to reconsider their atti-
tudes to management research and, through ‘contextual innova-
tions’, to begin jointly to fashion a new approach to collective en-
quiry.

The close relationship that ESRC has supported between my re-
search team and Pilkington Optronics cannot be classified in the con-
ventional way either as detached academic enquiry or as manage-
ment consultancy. It has been both these things and more, being
based on the careful collection of data, extended debate about how
such data should be interpreted, and an appreciation of the overrid-
ing need for forward-looking actions. Intensive case work in single
companies presents a number of problems: managers may be re-
served about the wisdom of giving an outside research team the nec-
essary access, from the researcher’s point of view detailed case work
can be very demanding and, in advance of doing the work, it is impos-
sible to be certain that any particular study will produce distinctive
results. Yet, while there are risks in this kind of research detailed case
analysis can, as in this case, produce exceptionally interesting data
which can support a depth of understanding that cannot be obtained
in any other way. When such research is undertaken in companies
that are facing problems which are widely experienced elsewhere, it
can produce results that are of broad significance.

In the uncertain and changing environment of the present day it is
clear that new and unanticipated organisational problems are likely
to develop. New forms of research collaboration such as the one that
my research team has been privileged to develop in Pilkington Op-
tronics promise practical benefits that will be of widespread applica-
bility.

Summary
The research in Pilkington Optronics that the Economic and Social
Research Council has funded has supported close study of the im-
pact of recent economic political and technological change on an or-
ganisation that is well known for its design innovations. The research
has developed from the insight that the key to successful innovations
is an understanding of the nature of knowledge and how it may be
managed. It has identified the central relevance not only of innova-
tions within particular domains of expertise, but also of the impor-
tance of innovations between domains and of new understandings of
the changing context of business activities. Study of these processes
has suggested an agenda for action that is both practical and urgent.
It features the significance of new approaches to management for the
successful development and exploitation of new ideas, and has dem-
onstrated the value of new approaches to research in this area

    Dr Michael Sanderson, Chief Executive EMTA, looking away from the
camera, talks to Baroness Platt of Writtle at the event on innovation. Also in the
picture are Mrs Marie-Noelle Barton and Professor Chris Elliott, Hon Secretary
of the Foundation.
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DISCOVERIES IN SPACE
RESEARCH

The Foundation held a lecture and dinner discussion at the Royal Society on 23 April 1997
on the subject “Space in our Lives - Sound Business or Expensive Illusion?” The Lord
Butterworth CBE DL was in the chair and the evening was sponsored by AEA Technology,
British National Space Centre and the Foundation’s Shared Sponsorship Scheme (BP
International Ltd, Comino Foundation, Esso UK plc, Glaxo Wellcome plc and ICI plc). The
speakers were Professor Sir Robert Wilson CBE FRS, Professor Emeritus Astronomy,
University College London, Mr Iain Green, Matra/Marconi Space UK, and Mr James V
Zimmerman, European Representative, NASA.

Professor Sir Robert Wilson CBE FRS*

Introduction
It is important to realise that space research is not a single discipline
but an advanced technique which embraces many activities ranging
from the totally commercial (e.g. communications and broadcasting)
to the purely cultural (e.g. astronomy). During my own involvement
in space, both in teaching and research, I have been struck by the
enormous interest and enthusiasm it engenders in young people.
There are many reasons for this and I will present a few examples
from my own subject - astronomy - which, together with the opening
up of radio astronomy, entered a new golden age with the ability to
make observations from above the atmosphere in the previously in-
accessible regions of ultraviolet, X-rays and gamma-rays. I can only
give one example of the many exciting discoveries from each of these
fields.

Ultraviolet observations
Observations by the International Ultraviolet Explorer (IUE) satel-
lite of stars in the Large Magellanic Cloud, a nearby irregular galaxy,
revealed that our own Milky Way galaxy has a very hot (100,000°K)
and very extensive (100,000 light years) halo. The mechanism by
which this halo is heated is still a matter for astronomical study, but
the discovery did explain a phenomenon that had puzzled astrono-
mers for many years. Spectra of quasars, the most distant observable
objects in the universe, revealed absorption lines formed by inter-
vening media in intergalactic space. They were of two kinds: one indi-
cated cold clouds of primordial hydrogen that had not collapsed to
form stars and galaxies, but the other indicated clouds of very hot
material showing the common elements, such as carbon, nitrogen
and silicon, in multiple stages of ionization as in the halo of our own
galaxy. What were being observed were the hot, extensive haloes of
the intervening galaxies between ourselves and the quasars.

Cosmic X-rays
Before the advent of space research, astronomers did not expect any
intense sources of cosmic X-rays. The only known extraterrestrial
source was the solar corona, a hot (2 million °K) but very tenuous
medium surrounding the Sun whose X-ray emission would be very
difficult to detect even from the nearest stars. Hence, when propos-
als were being generated in the early 1960s for all other areas of space
astronomy, there were hardly any for X-ray astronomy. This situa-
tion was to change dramatically after 1962 when an American rocket
was launched with the apparently mundane objective of trying to
detect X-rays from the Moon caused by the impact of X-rays from

Summary: Sir Robert gave examples from discoveries made in
the regions of ultraviolet, X-rays and gamma-rays.

Professor Emeritus Astronomy, University College London

the Sun. It did not do so but, during its few minutes toppling above
the Earth’s atmosphere, it detected an intense source in the region of
the constellation of Scorpius. This major surprise initiated the devel-
opment of X-ray astronomy and all the great developments that ac-
crued.

A large variety of cosmic X-ray sources have now been detected
using major satellite missions. The first to be identified was the Crab
nebula (the remnant of a supernova explosion in 1054) but the very
brightest sources, including that in Scorpius and others in Centaurus
and Hercules, defied identification until the first X-ray satellite, called
Uhuru, observed that two of these disappeared on a regular basis
with a period of about 2 days. The optical astronomers recognised
this as the sign of an eclipsing binary system - two stars which are
orbiting in a plane that lies in the line of sight, causing one to pass
behind the other thereby obscuring its emission once every period.

Optical observations had already been made of these objects and
by matching the periods unambiguous identifications were quickly
made. The objects were binary systems in which a normal star was
being orbited by an intensely hot (about 10 million °K) companion.
The optical astronomers could only see the former and the X-ray
astronomers could only see the latter.

But what could possibly heat the companion star to such a temper-
ature? A clue came from the short period of 2 days (the Earth takes a
year to orbit the Sun) which meant that the two stars were close and
tidal actions would be heavy. The solution came from the discovery
of pulsars by radio astronomers: these are very compact stars which
are smaller than major cities and in which gravity has become the
dominant force, condensing material to nuclear densities. In such a
condition, protons and electrons cannot exist separately but are
forced together to become neutrons - it is a neutron star.

The model that emerged is of a binary system composed of a nor-
mal star and a neutron star. The tidal effect of the latter on the former
causes a transfer of matter from the normal star which falls into the
intense gravitational field of the neutron star, forming an accretion
disk and heating up by friction and viscosity. The velocities can reach
ten or more per cent of the velocity of light providing enough power
to heat the disk to several million degrees and explain the X-ray emis-
sion.

It is of interest to this audience to comment on this cosmic energy
generator from a human point of view. The energy generation is at a
higher level (by about a factor of ten) than that of a thermonuclear
process converting hydrogen into helium. But the man-made gener-
ators need a specific kind of fuel - oil or coal for conventional gener-
ators, uranium or plutonium for nuclear fission generators, or
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(whenever they are achieved) hydrogen for thermonuclear genera-
tors - the cosmic gravitational generator only needs matter of any
kind. These are ideal properties for earth-based generators with in-
exhaustible fuel which could be waste-products and rubbish. But,
unfortunately, the required technology is out of sight.

Cosmic gamma-rays
Gamma-ray astronomy developed quite quickly because cosmic
gamma-rays were expected before the space age. This is because the
Earth is bombarded by extremely energetic particles (cosmic rays)
which produce showers of sub-atomic particles and gamma-rays in
the Earth’s atmosphere. Their effect on the interstellar gas should
also produce gamma-rays, and the early scientific satellites confirmed
this.

But the first observations of cosmic gamma-rays had been made
earlier by the United States Airforce who had launched spy satellites
with gamma-ray detectors in order to monitor any clandestine H-
bomb detonations in space by the Soviet Union. (The United States
and Soviet Union had already conducted one each.) The USAF de-
tected a gamma-ray burst in 1967 and this news must have travelled

NFOUNDATION NEWS

New Associate Members
The following have become Associate Members of the Foundation
for Science and Technology:

Yamanouch Research Institute
Contact: Dr John Lackie, Director
Association of the British Pharmaceutical Industry (ABPI)
Contact: Dr Jeff Kipling, Director, Science & Technology
Napier University
Contact: Professor J Mavor FEng FRSE, Principal & Vice-Chancellor
Wates Technology
Contact: Michael C Beer, Divisional Manager
Research Fortnight
Contact: Ian Mundell, Editor
Emblem Research Associates Ltd
Contact: Martin Bloom, Director
Microsoft Research Ltd
Contact: Professor Roger Needham FEng FRS
R & D Efficiency
Contact: Dr David Fishlock OBE
UCAS
Contact: M A Higgins, Chief Executive
Mainprice Napier & Co
Contact: James Burchett, Partner

Annual General Meeting
The Foundation’s Annual General Meeting was held in the house of
the Royal Society on Tuesday, 19 May 1998, at 1215 hours with the Rt
Hon The Lord Jenkin of Roding in the chair. Some 41 members and
guests attended.

Dr Geoffrey Robinson, a member of the Foundation’s Council,
has been elected Deputy Chairman by Council on the retirement of
Sir Richard Morris, who remains on Council.

Dr  Geraldine Kenney-Wallace, Managing Director and Vice-
Chancellor British Aerospace Virtual University, British Aerospace

rapidly up through the Pentagon to the White House. But after a few
months, when several had been detected, such profligacy raised seri-
ous doubts about their man-made origin and, after some years of
monitoring, it was concluded that they were cosmic in origin and the
results were declassified and published in 1973.

The gamma-ray bursters have received extensive attention ever
since by several scientific satellites, of which the Compton Observa-
tory is the most notable and detects about one event every day. Most
of the bursts last between one and 100 seconds and the energy flux
reaching Earth at peak is greater than the brightest stars. Such high
fluxes led astronomers to conclude that the sources must be within
our own galaxy, but even here there was a considerable problem in
explaining the very high energy bursts needed. But as the data have
built up, a uniform distribution over the whole sky has emerged with-
out the asymmetry expected of galactic objects, but more like that
expected of extragalactic systems. The energy problem now be-
comes very great and is exacerbated by the fact that the bursts have
not yet been identified with any known object. The true nature of
these immense cosmic explosions is one of the intriguing astronom-
ical puzzles of the day.

plc, has been elected a Member of the Foundation, and a member of
Council on the retirement of Dr Brian Newbould.

Learned and Professional Society News
The Foundation has produced a paper summarising the Nolan Re-
ports on Standards in Public Life which has been circulated with the
latest Newsletter: copies are available from the Foundation on re-
quest.

The 1998 Salary Survey in respect of the staffs of learned and pro-
fessional societies is now in course of preparation and should be
available for purchase later in the summer. Plans are in hand for the
publication of a 1998 edition of the Register of Learned and Profes-
sional Societies, although it is expected that its availability for pur-
chase will be in the autumn.

HM Government has published a Data Protection Bill which is in-
tended to come into force in October 1998. The Bill proposes several
changes to the present data protection law, including its extension to
some manually-kept records.

The promised White Paper entitled “Learning for the 21st Centu-
ry” has not been published, apparently, because of inadequacies in
its drafting and intention. However, there is an initiative of much in-
terest to the academic community which has been launched already;
it is the National Grid for Learning which is to be ‘a mosaic of inter-
connecting networks and education services based on the Internet
which will support teaching, learning, training and administration in
schools, colleges, universities, libraries, the workplace and the home’.
Managed services for the Grid will be available from this autumn
with all institutions connected by 2002.

The Charity Commission is engaged on a review of its Register to
ensure that all registrants are properly charitable under existing law
and it will consider what developments to charitable status are neces-
sary in response to changing social circumstances. This is part of the
welcome development of the Commission’s activities in recent years,
which include its seeking to monitor, support and encourage im-
proved standards amongst its charities.
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CHAIRMAN’S REPORT FOR
THE YEAR ENDED
31 DECEMBER 1997

This is my first report, and I would like to start by saying
what a pleasure it has been to take over from Lord Butter-
worth, and what a very hard act to follow! He did so much
to develop the Foundation and to preserve and enhance
our role. We are extremely fortunate to retain his interest
and involvement in his position as President.

It has been a full and active year. We have taken a look at
the Foundation’s objects to see whether we are fulfilling
them, and doing so as effectively as we would wish. Several
things have emerged, not least the fact that we should keep
the format and timings of the lecture and dinner discussions
broadly as they are, but that efforts should continue to be
made to attract more industrialists and more younger peo-
ple to them. Dr Geoff Robinson, relatively new to the
Council, proposed and has initiated a plan to hold a series
of events under a single theme, that of “Quality of Life for
the Millennium Generation”. Each event would stand
alone and would have a particular topic; on the day of the
event some 18 younger engineers and scientists would meet
to discuss their views of the topic. All would be invited to
attend the evening event, and one would be asked to be
one of the speakers. This will be one way of introducing
some younger people in our work, and should also attract
the interest of more industrialists.

Many ask what follow-up there is after our lecture and
dinner discussions, and the answer is, of course, that it is up
to each of those attending to take matters forward as they
think appropriate. However, we have recently introduced a
single sheet summary as an aide memoire which is sent not
only to all those who attended, but also to those specially
invited to the event but who were unable to accept. Here
we are extremely fortunate in having the skilled assistance
of Sir Geoffrey Chipperfield and Mr Jeff Gill, both of
whom have agreed to help in this way. We are most grateful
to them.

We took a hard look at our work with countries outside
the United Kingdom and felt that we should be concentrat-
ing our slim resources on France and Germany since.
Through the guidance and help of Dr Richard Haas, we
already have a number of good contacts in those countries.
During the year we held an event in London with the
French Embassy and the Engineering Council when we
had some two hundred engineers discussing matters of
training and qualifications. The differences between the
systems of the two countries were highlighted, and it might
be that the conference will be followed up with some small-
er meetings in Paris. In June last year the Foundation partic-
ipated with an exhibition stand in the Munich Innovation
Fair. Later, in October, Dr Haas arranged a meeting in
Brussels with the Royal Belgo-British Union at which I
spoke, focusing on the scientific collaboration between the
two countries and on some of the issues concerning the EU
Framework Programme in particular.

The evening events have continued at about the same fre-

quency as in recent years, which Council feels is about the
right balance. We have included subjects such as virtual
markets in the City, IT after the Woolf Report, research and
the Framework Programme, innovation in industry, meet-
ing targets over carbon dioxide emissions, priorities in
medical research, the food agency, and financing research.
Jennifer Grassly continues to play her important role in
looking after much of the administration and giving, above
all, her warm welcome to those attending our evenings.

Keith Lawrey has brought new skills and great assistance
to the Foundation’s work with learned and professional so-
cieties. I know that his work and willing help over a number
of matters is greatly appreciated by the Director. Keith con-
tinues to organise interesting seminars and workshops, and
many will know his helpful two monthly “Learned Socie-
ties’ Newsletter”.

I am not going to mention all the aspects of the Founda-
tion’s work, but I would like to single out the Foundation’s
Journal. We often hear warm comments about it, and few
know that much of the preparation is done by our Editor,
Derek Eddowes, who works from his home in Surrey. He
has been Editor since the Journal was initiated many years
ago by Dr Haas. I thank him most warmly.

Members of Council are the Directors and the Trustees of
the Foundation. They bear the responsibility for the Foun-
dation as a Company Limited by Guarantee and as a regis-
tered charity. We are all grateful for the help and guidance
they give so freely. Of course, much of the detailed work is
done by the Honorary Officers, and I would especially like
to thank Sir Richard Morris, our Deputy Chairman, Roger
Davidson, our Honorary Treasurer, and Professor Chris El-
liott, our Honorary Secretary. Today we lose Sir Richard as
Deputy Chairman. He has been an enormous strength to
the Foundation, and especially to me in my last year as
Chairman. I am sure you would all like to show your ap-
preciation for his generous work. Fortunately, he still has
time left on Council, and I am confident that we shall feel
his influence and benefit from his involvement for many
years to come.

My thanks would, of course, be incomplete without ex-
pressing once again our gratitude for the huge contribution
to our affairs made by the Director. I believe that we have a
very lively appreciation both of the commitment and of the
skill which he brings to his job of Director. David, we are
extremely grateful to you.

The Annual Report and financial statements illustrate
that the Foundation is in a strong position, and that it is de-
veloping the whole time.

We receive much greatly valued support from a number
of other bodies, and together we all face a rapidly changing
and challenging future in science and engineering and soci-
ety; and there, my Lords, ladies and gentlemen, lies our
future.

Chairman: The Rt Hon Lord Jenkin of Roding
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FIXED ASSETS
Tangible assets
Investments

CURRENT ASSETS
Debtors
Cash at bank — on deposit

— current account
— The Harold Silman
– Fund

Cash in hand

CREDITORS — amounts falling due
within one year

NET CURRENT ASSETS

TOTAL NET ASSETS
Financed by:
FUNDS
Unrestricted
Restricted

FOUNDATION FOR SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL ACTIVITIES

FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 1997

INCOME AND EXPENDITURE
Incoming resources
Donations
Sponsorship income
Accreditation fees and subscriptions
Learned societies activities
Fixed asset grant
Listed investment income
Bank deposit interest
Total Incoming Resources

Resources Expended
Direct charitable expenditure
Management and administration
Total Resources Expended

Net Incoming Resources for the year

Other Recognised Gains and Losses
Unrealised gains on investment assets

Net Movement in Funds

RETAINED SURPLUS
BROUGHT FORWARD

RETAINED SURPLUS
CARRIED FORWARD

TOTAL RECOGNISED GAINS AND LOSSES
The company has no recognised gains or losses other than the surplus or deficit
as shown above.

Unrestricted Funds
£

 13,642
142,083
114,758
  5,010
    967
  9,047
 24,132

309,639

195,571
 54,055
249,626

 60,013

 29,822
89,835

543,323

633,158
=======

CONTINUING OPERATIONS
None of the company’s activities was acquired or discontinued during the ac-
counting periods shown above.

Restricted Funds
£

    -
    -
    -
    -
    -
    -

   620
   620

   285
    -

   285

   335

    -
   335

11,096

11,431
=======

1997
£

 13,642
142,083
114,758
  5,010
    967
  9,047
 24,752
310,259

195,856
 54,055
249,911

 60,348

29,822
 90,170

554,419

644,589
=======

1996
£

 19,093
127,872
 99,257
 13,832
    967
  8,456
 17,441

286,918

182,460
 51,691
234,151

 52,767

11,709
 64,476

489,943

554,419
=======

1997
£

22,967
210,417
    500

 11,687

122

245,693

18,996

£

  6,127
411,765

417,892

226,697
644.589

=======
633,158

11,431
_______
644.589

=======

1996
£

23,544
189,669

    500
11,132

     38

224,883

 34,234

£

  7,969
355,801

363,770

190,649
554,419

=======
543,323
 11,096

_______
554,419

=======

Approved by the Council on 18 March 1998 and
signed on its behalf by THE RT HON LORD
JENKIN OF RODING and R G L DAVIDSON
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PROFILES OF COUNCIL
MEMBERS
Sir Walter Bodmer, PhD, FRCPath, FRS

standing of science and technology, its achievements and limitations.
Sir Walter is closely involved with the activities of the British Associ-
ation for the Advancement of Science (of which he was President in
1988 and is now a Vice-President) and from 1989 to 1993 served as
Chairman of the Trustees of the Natural History Museum in Lon-
don. In 1995 Sir Walter was appointed Chancellor of the University
of Salford. The range of his interests and concerns is reflected in the
list of organisations he supports: as well as holding offices for a large
number of scientific societies and publications, he is a trustee of Sir
John Soane’s Museum and of the Laban Centre for Movement and
Dance.

Through his earlier work on human gene mapping and his current
interests in genetics, Walter Bodmer is now extensively involved in
the gene mapping project. This led to his Presidency from 1990 to
1992 of HUGO, the International Human Genome Organisation,
whose aim is to foster collaboration between different countries in
the Human Genome Project.

Sir Walter is an Honorary Fellow of Keble College, Oxford, and
Clare College, Cambridge, of the Royal Colleges of Physicians and
Surgeons, and of the Royal Society of Edinburgh, and he has been
awarded a number of honorary degrees and prizes recognising his
achievements in science.

His publications include, jointly, ‘The Genetics of Human Popula-
tions’, ‘Our Future Inheritance: Choice or Chance?’, ‘Genetics, Evo-
lution and Man, The Book of Man’ and several hundred research
papers.

Sir Walter’s interests include playing the piano, riding and swim-
ming. He and Julia have two sons and a daughter and four grand-
sons.

Walter Bodmer is Principal of Hertford College, Oxford, formerly
Director-General of the Imperial Cancer Research Fund, having
been Director of Research at the Fund from 1979 to 1991. He was
made a Fellow of the Royal Society in 1974 and received a knighthood
in 1986. He is a Foreign Associate of the US National Academy of
Sciences and a Foreign Honorary Member of the American Academy
of Arts and Sciences.

He attended Manchester Grammar School and won a scholarship
to Cambridge to read for a degree in mathematics. During this
course, through his interest in statistics he discovered and became
fascinated by the new world of genetics; he remained in Cambridge
after graduating and researched for a PhD in population genetics,
under the inspiring influence of Sir Ronald Fisher. He completed his
PhD in three years, by which time he and Julia Bodmer had married
and had two of their three children. During two more years at Cam-
bridge as a Fellow of Clare College and a Demonstrator in the De-
partment of Genetics, Walter Bodmer broadened his interests and
expertise in genetics. He initiated what has become a lasting involve-
ment in somatic cell genetics, ie the experimental study of genetics in
cultured animal cells, an approach which allows the mapping of genes
to specific chromosomes and the study of gene function. He began at
this stage to be drawn to the more biochemical and molecular aspects
of genetics: molecular biology attracted him to Stanford University,
California, to the laboratory of Joshua Lederberg, Nobel prize-win-
ner for his pioneering studies of gene exchange in bacteria. In the
stimulating environment of this prestigious laboratory, over the
course of his nine-year stay Sir Walter made substantial contribu-
tions to the area of DNA transformation of bacteria.

In 1970 Walter Bodmer returned to the UK to take up the chair of
genetics at Oxford. Here he and his colleagues made significant ad-
vances in the understanding of the evolution, genetics and function
of the human histocompatibility system.

In 1979 he left Oxford to become Director of Research at the Im-
perial Cancer Research Fund Laboratories in London and in 1991
was appointed Director-General of the Fund.

Walter Bodmer has worked for many years on the development
and molecular and biochemical analysis of the HLA system and its
association with disease, and now is interested in the variation in
expression of HLA determinants in cancer. This, together with a
much improved understanding of the mechanism of action of T cell
recognition, provides a totally new approach to the understanding of
the way the immune system attacks cancer cells.

His other chief interest is in the genetics and biology of the epithe-
lial cells in the colon from which the majority of colorectal adenocar-
cinomas are derived. In collaboration with several other groups at
the ICRF, his laboratory helped to localise the gene for the inherited
colon cancer susceptibility, adenomatous polyposis coli. Now that
the gene has been identified, his laboratory is involved in studying its
mutations and functions. New models for differentiation of colonic
epithelial cells emphasise the involvement of integrin receptors for
extracellular matrix components and carcinoembryonic antigen
CEA in the control of normal differentiation and abnormalities in the
expression of these molecules in cancer cells.

Walter Bodmer has had a major interest in promoting public un-
derstanding of science and from 1990 to 1993 served as Chairman of
an organisation committed to this: COPUS (the Committee on the
Public Understanding of Science) was established in 1986 as a joint
committee of the Royal Society, the Royal Institution and the British
Association for the Advancement of Science to provide a focus for a
broad-ranging programme to improve public awareness and under-     Sir Walter Bodmer
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LEARNED AND PROFESSIONAL SOCIETIES ACCREDITED AND AFFILIATED TO THE
FOUNDATION FOR SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY AS AT 30 JUNE 1998

Academia Europaea
Agricultural Economic Society
Anatomical Society
Antiquarian Horological Society
Architects and Surveyors Institute
ASSET
Association for Learning Technology
Association for Science Education
Association of Applied Biologists
Association of Clinical Biochemists
Association of Clinical Pathologists
Association of Medical Research Charities
Association of Project Managers
Association of Teachers of Mathematics
Bibliographical Society
Biochemical Society
Botanical Society of the British Isles
British Association for the Advancement of

Science
British Biophysical Society
British Cartographic Society
British Computer Society
British Crop Protection Council
British Dental Association
British Ecological Society
British Entomological & N H Society
British Grassland Society
British Horological Institute
British Institute of Facilities Management
British Institute of Radiology
British Medical Ultrasound Society
British Mycological Society
British Nutrition Foundation
British Ornithologists Union
British Pharmacological Society
British Phycological Society
British Psychological Society
British Records Association
British School of Archaeology in Iraq
British Schools Exploring Society
British Society for History of Mathematics
British Society for History of Science
British Society for Immunology
British Society for Parasitology
British Society for Plant Pathology
British Society for Rheumatology
British Society for Strain Measurement
British Society of Audiology
British Society of Soil Science
British Sociological Association
British Sundial Society
Cambridge Philosophical Society
Challenger Society for Marine Science
Charles Close Society
Chartered Institute of Arbitrators
Chartered Institute of Building
Chartered Institute of Loss Adjusters
Chartered Institute of Public Finance &

Account
Chartered Institute of Purchasing & Supply
Chartered Institute of Transport
Chartered Institution of Building Services

Engs
Chartered Society of Designers
Chartered Society of Physiotherapy
College of Teachers
College of Radiographers
Consortium of University Research Libraries
Council for British Research in the Levant
Council for Professions Supplementary to

Medicine
CSTI
Ecclesiastical History Society
Economics & Business Education Association
Egypt Exploration Society
English Association
Ergonomics Society

Experimental Psychology Society
Federation of British Artists
Fisheries Society of the British Isles
Galton Institute
General Optical Council
Geographical Association
Geological Society
Geologists’ Association
Guild of Air Pilots & Air Navigators
Heraldry Society
Historical Association
Hydrographic Society
IEEIE
Incorporated Society of Musicians
Institute for Supervision and Management
Institute for the Management of Information

Systems
Institute of Acoustics
Institute of Actuaries
Institute of Automotive Engineer Assessors
Institute of Biology
Institute of Biomedical Science
Institute of Brewing
Institute of British Foundrymen
Institute of Building Control
Institute of Chartered Shipbrokers
Institute of Corrosion
Institute of Cost & Executive Accountants
Institute of Energy
Institute of Export
Institute of Field Archaeologists
Institute of Fisheries Management
Institute of Food Science & Technology
Institute of Heraldic & Genealogical Studies
Institute of Highway Incorporated Engineers
Institute of Horticulture
Institute of Information Scientists
Institute of Leisure & Amenities Management
Institute of Linguists
Institute of Logistics
Institute of Management
Institute of Management Services
Institute of Marine Engineers
Institute of Materials
Institute of Maths and its Applications
Institute of Measurement and Control
Institute of Operations Management
Institute of Packaging
Institute of Paper Conservation
Institute of Petroleum
Institute of Physics
Institute of Plumbing
Institute of Psycho-Analysis
Institute of Quality Assurance
Institute of Refrigeration
Institute of Risk Management
Institute of Road Transport Engineers
Institute of Science Technology
Institute of Translating and Interpreting
Institute of Trichologists (inc)
Institution of Agricultural Engineers
Institution of Chemical Engineers
Institution of Civil Engineers
Institution of Electrical Engineers
Institution of Engineer Designers
Institution of Gas Engineers
Institution of Incorporated Engineers
Institution of Lighting Engineers
Institution of Mechanical Engineers
Institution of Structural Engineers
Institution of Water & Environmental

Management
International Association on Water Quality
International Glaciological Society
Landscape Institute
Linnean Society of London
London Mathematical Society

Manpower Society
Marine Biological Association of the UK
Medical Society of London
Multimedia and Primary Education
Mineralogical Society
National Association for the Teaching of

English
Natural History Museum
Nautical Institute
Newcomen Society
Nutrition Society
Oil & Colour Chemists’ Association
Operational Research Society
Overseas Development Institute
Palaeontological Association
Palestine Exploration Fund
Pensions Management Institute
Photogrammetric Society
Physiological Society
Pipeline Industries Guild
Quekett Microscopical Club
Regional Studies Association
Remote Sensing Society
Research Defence Society
Royal Archaeological Institute
Royal Asiatic Society
Royal Astronomical Society
Royal College of Art
Royal College of General Practitioners
Royal College of Ophthalmologists
Royal College of Pathologists
Royal College of Physicians
Royal College of Speech and Language

Therapists
Royal Entomological Society
Royal Forestry Society
Royal Geographical Society (with the IBG)
Royal Historical Society
Royal Institute of Navigation
Royal Institute of Public Health and

Hygiene
Royal Institution of Great Britain
Royal Meteorological Society
Royal Microscopical Society
Royal Photographic Society
Royal Society for Asian Affairs
Royal Society of Chemistry
Royal Society of Edinburgh
Royal Society of Medicine
Royal Statistical Society
Royal Town Planning Institute
SCI
Scottish Association for Marine Science
Society for Applied Microbiology
Society for Computers and Law
Society for Endocrinology
Society for Experimental Biology
Society for Promotion of Roman Studies
Society for Research into Higher Education
Society for Study of Inborn Errors

Metabolism
Society for the History of Natural History
Society for Underwater Technology
Society of Archivists
Society of Dyers & Colourists
Society of Environmental Engineers
Society of Food Hygiene Technology
Society of Genealogists
Society of Indexers
Society of Jewellery Historians
Society of Practitioners of Insolvency
Strategic Planning Society
Textile Institute
UACES
UK CEED
Zoological Society of London
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SPONSORED LECTURES, LEARNED SOCIETY SEMINARS AND
FOUNDATION VISITS

1 SEPTEMBER 1997 — 30 APRIL 1998

 LECTURE TITLES SPEAKERS

Mr Andrew Warren
Sir John Houghton CBE FRS
Dr Mary Archer

Dr David Moore
Professor Stephen Heppel
Mr Bob Ponchaud
Mr Alastair Gittner

Professor W P T James CBE FRSE
Mr Michael P Mackenzie
Ms Sheila McKechnie OBE

Mr Geoffrey Hoon MP
The Rt Hon Lord Justice Brooke
Professor Richard Susskind FRSE

Sir Richard Sykes DSc FRS
Professor David Watson
Professor Martin Harris CBE

Mr G R Wilson CB
Professor Kevin Morgan
Professor J F McClelland CBE FRSE

Professor M P Thorne
Mr Chris Yapp
Mr John Baumber

Dr George Poste FRS
The Rt Rev Stephen Sykes
Professor Ian Kennedy

Sir David Davies CBE FEng FRS
Sir Hermann Bondi KCB FRS
Dr Barry Furr

Mr Nick Barley
Mr Jonathan Steel
Mr Tim Jones

Dr Tom Inch
Professor Dr H Konig
Professor Sir Gareth Roberts FRS

Mr Sanjay Ghosh
Dr Richard Worswick
Professor Chris Elliott

SPONSORED BY

“Carbon Dioxide Emissions. Can the UK Meet
its Targets?”

“Using IT to Teach Science and Technology.
Stagnation or Success?”

“A Food Agency for Britain?”

“Information Technology: Towards an Integrated
Criminal Justice System”

“The Dearing Report and the Research Base” —
Industry, Academia & Charities

“Success in Technology Ventures Through
Science, Engineering and Technology”

“Life Long Learning for an Industrial Society —
Challenges?”

“Science Keeping Pace with Society?”

“How Many Public Funded Researchers should
we Have?”

“Electronic Commerce — Is There a Future?”

“Are we Preparing Students For a Changing
Professional World?”

“The Private Finance Initiative: Its Impact on
Science”

FOUNDATION TECHNOLOGY
VISITS

 “An International Trading Treaty” — Visit to the British Standards Institution,
Chiswick

SEMINARS FOR LEARNED
SOCIETIES

 VAT 1997
 The Dearing Report
 Defamation: The Cost to Learned Societies
 Governance: The Relationship between Trustees and Managers

British Nuclear Industry Forum
Department of the Environment
Johnson Matthey plc
The National Environmental Technology Centre
(NETCEN) — owned by AEA Technology plc
Westlakes Research (Trading) Ltd

NORTEL — Northern Telecom

EDS

British Council
British Petroleum Company plc
The Royal Society

Scottish Power
Scottish Enterprise

Engineering and Marine Training Authorit

Health & Safety Executive
Pfizer Central Research
The Royal Society
Zeneca

Aerial Group Limited
Department for Education and Employment
The Kohn Foundation
The Foundation’s Shared Sponsorship Scheme

Oracle

Chemical Industries Association
Council for Industry & Higher Education
ICI plc
The Royal Society of Chemistry

Foundation’s Shared Sponsorship Scheme



ASSOClATE MEMBERS & MAJOR DONORS

Whose support of, and involvement in, the affairs
of the Foundation is gratefully acknowledged

1 MAY 1998
3i plc
Aberdeen University
Advisory Services (Clinical & General) Ltd
ADWEST Group plc
AEA Technology plc
Aerial Group Limited
AgeNet
AIRTO
Aluminium Federation
Andersen Consulting
Arab-British Chamber of Commerce
Association of the British Pharmaceutical Industry

(ABPI)
Aston University
A.T Kearney Ltd
Bank of England
BioIndustry Association
BIOSIS UK
Birmingham University
Blake Resource Development
Bristol University
British Aerospace plc
British Antarctic Survey
British Council
British Gas plc
British Geological Survey
British Library
British Maritime Technology
British Nuclear Fuels plc
British Safety Council
British Standards Institution
British Technology Group plc
British Telecommunications plc
Brown & Root (UK) Limited
Brownell Limited
Brunel University
Buckingham University
CAMPUS
CBI
CEST
CIRIA
CSE International Ltd
Calderwood Han Ltd
Cambridge Consultants Limited
Cambridge Refrigeration Technology
Cambridge University
Campden & Chorleywood Food Research

Association
Chameleon Press Limited
Cancer Research Campaign Technology Ltd
Chantery Vellacott
City University
Comino Foundation
Conoco (UK) Limited
Contendere SA
Cookson Group plc
Council for Industry & Higher Education
Coutts & Co
Cranfield University of Technology
David Leon Partnership
De Montfort University
Department for Education & Employment
Department of Health
Department of the Environment, Transport and the

Regions
Department of Trade & Industry
Director General Research Councils
Dundee University
East Anglia University
EDS
European Public Policy Advisers
Edinburgh University
Elsevier Science Ltd
Emblem Research Associates Ltd
Engineering and Marine Training Authority

Ernst & Young
Esso UK plc
Fraser Russell
General Utilities plc
Glaxo Wellcome plc
Glasgow University
Greenwich University
Heads of University Biological Sciences
Health & Safety Executive
H J Heinz Company Limited
Heriot–Watt University
Hertfordshire University
High Fliers Research Ltd
Higher Education Funding Council

for England
Higher Education Funding Council

for Wales
House of Commons Library
House of Lords Committee Office
Hull University
IBM United Kingdom Limited
Imperial Chemical Industries plc
Imperial College
Institute of Food Research
ISIS Electronics
Japan Society for the Promotion of Science
Johnson Matthey plc
Jones & Shipman plc
Keele University
Kent University
Kesslers Manufacturing
Kings College London
Knoll Pharmaceuticals
Kobe Steel Ltd/Kobe Steel Europe Ltd
KPMG
Kvaerner Enviropower Ltd
Kvaerner Process plc
Laing Technology Group
Leeds University
Leicester University
Liverpool University
Lloyd’s Register of Shipping
London Guildhall University
Loughborough University
LSI Logic Europe Ltd
Lucas Varity plc
Luton University
Mainprice Napier & Co.
Management Technology Associates
Manchester Metropolitan University
Manchester University
Merck Sharp & Dohme
Meteorological Office
Metropolitan Police Service
Microsoft Research Ltd
Middlesex University
Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries & Food
Ministry of Defence
Napier University
National Air Traffic Services Ltd
National Grid Company plc
National Westminster Bank plc
Natural History Museum
New Property Cases Ltd
New Product Research & Development
Newcastle University
Nortel Ltd
Nottingham Trent University
Nuclear Electric plc
Office of Science & Technology
ORBIC (International) Ltd
Ordnance Survey
Ove Arup Partnership
Oxford University
Parliamentary Office of Science &

Technology
Perkins Technology Ltd
Perrotts Group plc
Pfizer Central Research
PowerGen plc
Premmit Associates Ltd
ProMicro Limited
Public Record Office
Queen Mary and Westfield College
Railtrack plc
R&D Efficiency
Reading University
Research Fortnight
Research into Ageing
RHM Technology Ltd
RINGI Ltd
Roche Products Ltd
Rossmore Dempsey & Co Ltd
Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew
Royal Commission for the Exhibition of 1851
Royal Commission on

Environmental Pollution
Royal Holloway & Bedford New College
SAP (UK)
Science Policy Research Unit
Science Policy Support Group
Science Systems Limited
Scottish Higher Education Funding Council
Segal Quince Wicksteed Ltd
Severn Trent plc
Sharp Laboratories of Europe Ltd
Sheffield University
Shell UK Limited
SmithKline Beecham Pharmaceuticals
Software Production Enterprises
Southampton Institute
Southampton University
South Bank University
Sugar Bureau
Sunderland University
Surrey University
Sussex University
Technology Colleges Trust
Teesside University
Technology Transfer Ltd
Thames Water Utilities Ltd
The British Academy
The D Group
The Engineering Council
The Royal Academy of Engineering
The Royal Society
The Smallpeice Trust
Thorn EMI/CRL
Trade Association Management Ltd
UCAS
UK Council for Graduate Education
Ulster University
UK Nirex Limited
UMIST
Unilever plc
University College London
Vesuvius UK Ltd
Vision Centres Consulting Group
Warwick University
Wates Technology
Westminster University
Westport Energy Corporation
Winsafe Ltd
WIRE Ltd
Wolverhampton University
WRc  plc
WS Atkins Consultants Ltd
Yamanouch Research Institute
Zeneca Group plc




